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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
History 
Pormyl fluoride, shown diagr�atioally in Figure 1, 
is a relatively s table comp ound whi ah was first reported . b7 
Nesmejanow and K&hn1 in 1934, and later, independently, by 
Mashentsev2 in 1946. 
Morgan, Staats and Goldstein) have examined the vibra­
tional spectra of tor.myl fluoride (HOOP) and deutro-for.mJl 
fluoride (DCOP) with a prism spectrometer between 500 am-1 
and 5000 am-1 and by means of the Raman effect, They 
as s igned wave numbers to the five p lanar vibrati ons , and 
made a ta$at1ve as s ignment for the out-of-p lane vibration 
in DCOF. �hey als o  appli ed a normal coordinat e analysis to 
the planar vibrati ons of HOOF and obtained a s et of for ce 
cons tants which predicted the is ot opic shift in DCOF 
reas onably well. 
Some of the interatomic dis tance s have been determined 
l· A. N. Ne s mejanow and E. J. Kahn, Ber. � 
310 (1934). 
2A •. I. Mashents ev, J. Gen. Cham. (U.s.s.R.)!§, 
203 (1946). 
3H. w. Morgan, P. A� Staats, and J. H. Goldstein, 
J. Cham. Phys. �' 337 (1956). 
by Jones, Hedberg, and Sohomaker4 by electron diffraction 
methods. They obtained: (o-F) = 1.351 +0 . 013 i, (0=0) = 
1.192 ±0.011 i, (0 ••• • F) = 2. 225 ±0. 019 i, (C-F/0=0) = 
1.134 !0.005. and F-C=O angle = 121 . 9 ±0.9°. 
Since our work was started it has been learned that 
Wilson? and Wilkinson have been working on the s pectra or 
both molecules at the University of London with high dis­
persion at frequencies greater than about 1500 am·1• 
3 
More recently K. N. Rao6 at the Ohio State University 
has observed the pure rotational spectrum of DCOF and 1'& 
planning in the near future to study also the pure rotational 
spectrum or HCOF. 
The Problem 
The work of Morgan, Staats, and Goldstein indicated 
that it would be profitable to examine the spectra or HOOF 
and DCOF under high resolution in order to determine the 
moments of inertia, better values for the band centers and, 
perhaps, some of the anharmon�c constants. Late in 1953 it 
4x. E. Jones, K. Hedberg, and v. Shomaker, J. Amer. 
Chem, Soc. ]1, 5278 (1955) . 
5H. Kent Wilson, private communication. 
6x. N. Rao, private communication. 
4 
was decide-d to examine these molecules with the Universit7 
of Tennessee high-resolution grating sp ectrometer. However, 
measurements were not actually begun until early in the 
spring or 1955. 
It was originall7 planned that we would examine, and 
attempt to res olve, all or the bands reported b� Morgan• 
Staats, and Goldstein. They obs erved eleven banda in HOOF, 
five or them fundamentals , and fifteen bands in DCOP, six ot 
them fundamentals. The mis sing fund�ental in HOOF is . 
thought to be obs cured b7�4, whiCh is very intense .  
This plan was modifi ed after we learned of the work 
or Wilson and Wilkins on. Even so, we measured all of the 
-1 bands at wave numbers lower than 3000 em 1 as well as
. 
�2 
in both moleoule.s which lies at about 3500 om-1• There is 
some question about our measurement of {�3+��) in HOOP 
be cause it was the last  band in HOOF to be examined. The 
sample is known to have been i_,ure, and there was not. a 
s�fieient amount or the sample to obtain good absorption 
so the results were poor, While our results on some of the 
other bands were almost equally poor, some of the banda were 
very well resolved. The bands which were measured are dis­
cussed individuall� in a later chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORY 
Ac cording to quantum me chani cs a mole cule can have 
onl1 cert ain di s crete energy levels , and by the us e ot· 
quantum mechani cs we can wri te an equation des cribing thes e  
energy levels for any molecule. Unfortunately, the s e  equa­
ti ons cannot be s olve d exactly. We are, therefor e, forced 
to make approximati ons . For the purpos es of intrared sp e c­
tros copy it  is usually as sumed that the Hamiltoni an tor a 
mole cule may.be wri tten as the sum of an ele ctr oni c Hamil• 
tonian, the Hamiltoni an for a non-rotating vibr.ator, �d 
the Hami ltonian for a rigid �otator.  With this approximati on 
the wave equati on s eparates int o  t�ee equati ons so that the 
t otal energy, E, of the mol ecule i s  given by112t 
E-=lle + Bv. + Br 
where E8• the ele ctroni c energy, 
E-r- the vibrational energy • an4 
�- the rotational energy. 
Thes e energies may be obtained fr om the three new and 
(1) 
lx>avid M. Dennison, Rev • .  Mod. Phys. l1 3061' (19.31 ). 
2 L. I. Sohift, �antum MeChanics (McGraw-Hi ll Book 
Company, Inc. , New Yor � 1949) P• 288. 
6 
s impler equations into whi oh the original equation s eparates. 
EaQh of thes e three energies will be determined by spe cifying 
a s et ot one or more quantum numbers. 
In this r eport we  shall cons ider onl7 the abs orpti on 
spectra or HCOF and DCOP in the gas eous s tate in the intra­
red regi on. Por a s tud7 of this type the gas being studied 
i s  at about room temperature,  and, henoe\ ess entially all 
of the mole cules  will be in the ground (lowes t ) eleotronio 
and vibrational s tate .  Sinoe the rotational energies of the 
mole cule are of the same order as thermal energi es there 
will b e  a dis tribution or rotational energieal. 
A mole cule may abs orb radiation it the radiation 
s atisfies the Bohr frequency condition that 
h"-t' = hoi = E1 -E2 
where h = Planck's oonst�t, 
�· = frequency or the radiati on in s ee-1, 
� -1 v = frequency of the radiation in am , 
E1 and E2 are energy levels of the molecule• 
0 i s  the sp eed or light, 
(2) 
and if the ele ctric dipole trans ition probability between 
the states  E1 and B2 i s  non-zero .  �e trans ition probabilit7 
3 Gerhard Herzberg, Molecular Spectra and Molecular 
Structure I I. Intrared and Raman S e etra of Pol atomio 
Mole culesg • Van Nos trand Company, ork 5) 
P• 29. 
may be determined traM quantum me chani cs. Stat1sti call7 
speaking, the s trength ot abs orption will depend on the 
magnitude of the trans ition probability and on the number 
ot molecules in the initial s tate .  Since the frequency or 
the radi ation needed to induce a change in the electroni c 
energy will (usually) be muCh higher than intrared tre� 
quencies , the electroni c s tate will usually be the s�e 
and may be neglected in a s tudy of infrared spe ctra. 
We must now cons ider the rotation and vibration ot 
the mole cule and their interaction, whi ch is  not included 
in the above approximation. The interacti on is taken into 
account by using perturbation methods. In general the 
I 
' 
corre ction terms due t o  thi s interacti on are included b7 
modifying the constants in the rotati onal terms . 
Vibrati on 
7 
In general 3B coordinates  are required to locate the 
N atoms of a molecule exactly in space. Three or thes e  
coordinates lo cate the center of mas s  of the molecule. 
l 
Thes e  three coordinates c ontribute only to the translati onal 
energy of the molecule and do not concern us. Thi s leaves 
3B-3 coordinates to des cribe the rotation-vibration ot the 
molecule. For a non-linear molecule three coordinates are 
needed to des cribe the rotati on of the molecule , leaving 
3B-6 coordinates to des cribe the .vibration.  There are, 
) 
8 
therefore, 31-6 vibrational degrees of freedom� 
Classically, eaCh of these 3B-6 degrees of freedom 
will be represented by a vibrational mode whien, in general, 
may involve a motion or all N or the atoms. It these vibra­
tions are described by ordinary Cartesian coordinates, each 
will usually involve all 3N of the original coordinates. 
However, by assumdng small oscillations, and transror.ming 
to a special set of coordinates, called normal coordinates, 
each type or vibration may be described as a simple har­
monic motion using only one of the 3N-6 normal coordinates. 
Only squared terms appear in the kinetic and potential 
energy it normal coordinates are used, 
Assuming small oscillations and transfo�ng to 
normal coordinates, we find that the vibrational part of 
.. the Schrodinger equation breaks into 3N-6 equations eaen ot 
�form of the equation for the simple harmonic osoillator. 
Therefore, the total vibrational energy, Ev' of the molecule 
may be written as41 
E.v = � Ei == �ho� (vi+i) vi = o, 1, 2, --- {3) { ( . 
where E1 = the energy of the 1
th vibration� 
h = Planck's constan� 
�1 = the frequency of the 1
th vibration (�-1), 
c = the speed ot light , and 
v1 = the quantum number of the ith vibration. 
�erzberg, P• 77. 
9 
While the above is a good approximati on, it is  not 
quite right be caus e the osoillations of a molecule are net 
suffi ci ently small, the potential is �ot stri ctly harmonic, 
and there are couplings between the vibrati ons. When these 
are taken into account the following equati on is  obta1nedSz 
G(v1,v2,--) = fcu1 (v1+J-) + §x1j (v1+t> (v 3+1> (q.) 
T i = 0, 1, 2, --· 
where G(T1,v21--) is the term value (energy level expres s ed 
in �-1) as a functi on or the quantum numbers T1• 
th -l t:o1 i s  the frequency of the 1 vibrati on in om 1 and 
x1j are the anharmonic cons tants. 
Since the molecule i s  never in an energy s tate below the 
ground s tate, and since (almost ) all of the energy transitions 
whiCh interest us are measured from the ground stat e, it  i s  
convenient to consi der only differences from the ground 
state. �herefore we defineS: 
G0(v1,v2,--) = G(T1,.,.2,--) - G(o,o,---,0) 
= fa>�vi + iix�jvivj 'J 
where to� = eo1 +!i x1j 
0 
x13 = x13 as long as no powers higher than the · 
second in v occur. 
5Herzberg, P• 205 fo 
($) 
Selection Rules 
It has already been mentioned that a transition 
between s tates can be caus ed by radi ati on only if the 
trans ition probability i s  non.-zero. The trans iti on prob­
abili ty betwe en two s tates, a and b ,  may be written as6z 
where i i is the complete wave :t'u.notion for the 1 
th s tate, 
* indi cates the complex conjugate, 
For 
-+ M i s  the dipole moment, 
and the integral is  over all apace, d? being the 
element or volume• 
the approximati on that we have made, 
10 
(6) 
11 
= 'f' e 'r'r cp v (7) 
where 't' e = the electronic wave functi on, 
\fl = the rotational wave functi on,. r 
� = the vibrational wave tunoti on• v 
and where the time dependence i s  ignore d. In infrared spec­
tros copy the ele ctronic wave i'unct·ion will be the same in 
the upp er and lower state,  and hence will contribute only 
a constant to the transiti on probability. For, pure vib�� 
tional spectra, the s wme may be s ai d  or the rotational 
6 
Herzberg, P• 252. 
wave function, and th� transition probability will be 
proportional to: 
11 
(8 ) 
where v1 is the wave function for the i
th vibrational level, 
i is the dipole moment0 and 
d�' is the new differential element of volume. 
In order for this to be non-zero, at least one component or 
the integrand must be totall� symmetric since the limits are 
symmetric7. 
In this. particular case the molecules (HOOF and 
DCOF) are expected to have symmetry Os 8 so that all of the 
vibrations are either aymmetric
1 
or antisy.mmetrio with 
respect to reflection 1n the plane of the molecule, and,M
x 
and� are symmetric while Mz is ant1symmetrio7. Thereto�e� 
at least one component of the integrand will be symmetric 
tor any pair of vibrational levels, and hence none of the 
fundamental, overtone, or combination bands are forbidden 
in the infrared. Naturally, not all possible combinati,ons 
are observed since their transition probabilities may be 
very small. For a simple harmoDic oscillator�v = �lJ and, 
since the molecular vibrations are nearly harmonic, we would 
7Herzberg, P• 252 f. 
8s. We Mo:§an, P • .A.. Staats, and J. H. Goldste1D1 
J. Chem. Phys . �' 337 (1956). 
expect that the transition probabilit7 corresponding to 
�v = :!:1 would be much larger than any other. 
Rotation 
12 
A molecule has three principle moments of inert1&, 
usuall7 referred to u Ia, �,.and I0, along three mutuall7. 
perpendicular axes a, b, and c. Frequently these axes are 
chosen so that I � I.. .SI • a � o 
HOOP and DCOP are accidentall7 nearly symmetric tops 9. 
That is to say· that two ·or t�eir.moments or inertia (�and. 
I ) are nearly equalJ thus they are nearly symmetric rotors, c 
We say that they are accidentally nearly symmetric tops 
because there are no symmetri cal or structural reasons to 
cause one to expect that they would be nearly symmetrical 
before they are examined. 
Clas sically the motion of a foroe-free symmet�ic top 
may be represented as a rotation about the symmetry axis 
together with a precession of this axis about the line of 
the total angular momentum10 • The motion ot a torce·•f;ree 
asymm.etric top may be represent.ed as, a rotation about the 
axis ot the greatest or least moment of inertia to gether 
9 
Morgan, Staats, and Goldstein. 
10Berbert Goldstein, Classical Meehanios (Addison­
Wesley Preas Inc., Cambridge, Mass . , 1951) P• l59t. 
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with a precession and nutation (of commensurable p eriod) 
of this axis about the line of the total angular momentum11• 
The clas s i cal s oluti on of the symmetri c top case i s  simple, 
while the s oluti on of the asymm etri c top i s  rather complex, 
involving ellipti c  functi ons . The quantum mechani cal 
situation i s  similar. Both top s  have thre e  degrees  of 
freedam ,  but they both have only two cons tants of the motionJ 
we would exp ect, therefore,  that the energy, however complex, 
would involve only two quantum numbers 11 • 
The Asymmetri c Top 
To obtain a repres entation of the energy levels of an 
asymmetri c top by �ant!tat ive .!br.mula would require fairl7 
elaborate calculations . We might use the energy equation 
derived by Ra712 for whiCh tables have been compiled or we 
might us e the relation derived by Wang12•13. Wang's equati on 
is: 
F(�) = i<B+c)J(J+l) +[A -i(B+cD w'Z' 
= lJ J(J+l) + (A-'a') W� 
where J = o, 1, 2, --- J 
(9) 
F(J� ) i s  the t er.m value in �-l corresponding to  the 
�th sublevel of the Jth levelJ 
11 Dennison, P• 317• 
12Berzberg, p .  4&. 
13 . . s. c. Wang, Phys . Rev. � • .  .24.3 (1929). 
A. = h/BlrciaJ B = h/81tcib; C = h/8Troi0J ! = i(B+C) J 
c is the speed of light. 
The quantum number J corresponds to the classical total 
angular momentum. The "!'1 s are numbers 1 without physical 
significance, which are used to order the. sublevelsJ for 
the highest sublevel we set T= J, and for the lowest sub­
level we set�= -J. Sinoe there are 2J+l sublevels, there 
are 2J+l �•s. T.he sublevels are actually determined by the 
W�'s which are also just numbers. In order to find ·the W�'s 
one must solve a set of algebraic equations whose order 
increases linearly with J. Wang's equation seems to be the 
better for our purposes sinoe it is 1o and I0 which are 
nearly equal in HCOF and DCO.F. We will use an approxim·ation, 
however, rather than solve the equations. 
The Symmetric Top 
While the derivation or an equation representing the 
energy levels or a symmetric top is not simple, the result 
may be quoted eas1lyl4•15. 
where 
F(J,K) = BJ(J+l) + (A-B)K2 (10) 
Here again J corresponds to the classical total angular 
momentum. K corresponds to the component of the angular 
�Dennison, P• 306r. 
l5Berzberg, p. 24. 
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momentum along the (body-fixed) z-axis. � and I0 are 
equal. Since the energy depends on K2, there will only be 
J+l sublevels, although there are 2J+·l values of x. 
The above equation describes a rigi d symmetric top, 
but since molecules are not rigi d, the change in molecular 
energy due to stretChing has been taken int o account by 
Slawslcy" and Dennisonl6,l7, who obtained the following: 
G(J,K) = BJ(J+l) +�A-B)K2 -� (J+l)2 (11) 
-DJ.KJ(J+l)K2 -�, 
where J, K, � and B are defined above, and DJ, DJK, and 
� are the centrifugal stretching constants. 
It is obvious that the symmetri c t op approximation 
gi ves simpler expressions than that or the asymmetri c top. 
Therefore, since HCOF and DCOF are nearly symmetri cal, we 
shall use the symmetric top equation to approximate the energy 
levels of these molecules. Essentially we shall be using 
Wang's equation with the approximation that Wr = K2• 
Selection Rules 
If a molecule has a permanent dipole momen� it will 
have a pure rotational spectrum. For a molecule with a 
component or its dipole moment along (parallel to) the 
16 z. I. Slawsky and D. M. Dennison, J. Ch�. Phya. 
z, 509 (1939). 
17 6 Herzberg, p. 2 • 
unique axis , transiti ons are allowed tor the following 
Changes in the quantum numbers (s ele ction rules )18•19a 
b.K D OJ AJ = o, :!:.1 it K ; OJ 
�K = 0 J AJ = +1 if It = o .• -
16 
(12) 
Naturall'J' , for pure rotational abs orption spe ctra J = o,-1 
have no meaning. For a mole cule with a comp onent of its 
dipole moment perp endi cular t o  the unique axis (pos s ible 
only for an accidentally symmetri c top ) ,  the s election rules 
are I 
�K = :tlJ AJ = o, ±1, 
where again trans itions resulting in no change or in a 
de creas e of energy have no meaning for pure rotati onal 
abs orption sp ectrum. 
Vibration-Rotation 
(1.3) 
In a real molecule• both rotational and vibrational 
transit ions may take place t ogetherJ hence, the rotational 
and vibrational energi es must be  consi dered togethe�. It 
there were no int eractions between rotation and vibration• 
the energy or the molecule (neglecting ele ctroni c energy) 
would be the sum of the vibrational and rotat ional energie ss 
(J.4) 
18 Dennis on, P• 313 .  
l9Her zberg,JP� 29,32.  
17 
We may retain th is  form and s ti ll account for the interactioa 
between rotation and vibration if we cons ider the rotatioDal 
constants , 4 and B, as having a p arti cular value when the 
molecule i s  in a given vibrational s tate� whi ch i s  the 
average value of A or B in that particular vibrational s t ate. 
That 1a, we consider A and B as functions ot the vibrational 
quantum numbers2°a 
.....  "'• -ID< f<v1+-idt> + .. - (15') 
where A8 and Be indicate the values in the equilibrium state ,  
..-1 acr e  the vibrational quantum numbera,Q{f andC(r are 
cons tants, and d1 is  the degeneracy ( d
i 
= l for HCOP·and 
DCOF ) . Ve may then write: 
with 
T = G(Tl•T2,--) + Fv( J,K ) , 
Fv{J,K) = B J ( J+l ) *'-.(A -B )K2 - D""�(J+l)
2 
V T T (' 
-D�J(J+l)K2 - ��� 
where the Dv are small centrifugal s tretching constant s  
(16) 
{17) 
whi ch may dirfer in different vibrational s tates. The above 
formulas are for a symme tric  top molecule. It  can be  shown 
that the s ele cti on rules tor rot ation and vibration together 
are the same as they are s eparately ( to a good approximaticmf� 
20Her zberg, p. 400. 
2�erzberg, p. 4�• 
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The Appearance of Infrared Absorption Bands 
That part of the infrared spe ctrum which interests us  
is that part between about SOO am·1 and SOOO �-1• The 
sp ectrum in this region (for HOOF and DCOP at least) consists  
entirel7 of  vibrati on-rotation bands . It will be  advan• 
tageous , therefore ,  to  exwmine the appe arance of thes e bandse 
For c onvenience we adopt the usual notation22 that the 
initial state values be indicated by double primes (as Au, 
B", J•) and that the final state values be indi cated b7 a 
s ingle prime (as A', B', J')J the difference in the vibra­
tional terms alone,  the band origin, is indi cat ed by 
om-1• io 
� = G(T•,v•,--) - G(v•,v11,--) = G'-9" 0 l 2 l 2 . . 
(18) 
When there is  a vibrati onal transition the rot ational 
energy may increase, remain un changed. or it may de cr ease .  
The rotati onal selection rules will depend on the directi on 
or change of the dip:ole moment in the vibrational transition. 
If the vibrati onal trans ition results in a change in the 
component of the dipole moment parallel t o  the unique axis, 
the rotational selection rules will be those given in 
equation (12)1 
�K = OJ A;r = o, :!;.1 it K r 0 
�X = OJ AJ = +l - !.t K = 0 
19 
(12) 
and the resulting band wi ll be a �ua JJel band." If the 
vibrational transition results in a change in the component 
ot the dipole moment p erp endicular to the unique axis, the 
rotational s election rules will be those given in equation 
(1.3): 
AX = :!;.lJ 4J a o, tl, 
and the re sulting band will be a nperpendioular band.• 
Thes e  two types of bands ar e ess enti ally differ ent in 
app)earanoe • 
Parallel Bands23 
(13) 
A parallel band is observed to hav'e three absorption . 
maxima. The one on the low wave number side is called the 
P branch• the rather sharper one in the center is called 
the Q branch, and the one on the high wave number side is 
called the R branCh. These three branches correspond to 
the allowed changes in J: �J = -1, o, +1 respectively. In 
a parallel band�K is always zero. 
If one neglects the interaction between rotati�n and 
vibration, and also neglects the centrifugal stretching 
20 
terms ( the D's). one finds that the P and R branches are com­
posed of' a s eri e·s of equally spaced lines. The frequenci es 
corresponding to the branches are ( from equations ll and�) : 
P branch P = � - 2BJ J = 1,2,3,-- (19-A) 
J 0 
� 
q branch 
R branch 
Q = � 0 (19-B) 
R
J 
= �0 + 2B(J+,.) J = o.1,21-� ·(19-c). 
where PJ and RJ stand for the linea originating from the 
transitions whose initial s tate has the rotational quantum 
number J. A line P is not poss ible since the P branQh 0 
corresponds to AJ = -1. 
With the above approximations the transiti ons tro.m 
J = ;r• in the ground state to  J = J' in the elevated atate 
gives the same frequency �egardles s of the value ot K, but 
when the interacti on of vibration and rotation is included 
there is  a different frequency for every \KI. Each 11line11 
in the P and R branche s  will, therefore, c ons i st of a series 
of lines J the s·ep aration for different K' s is  small, how-
ever, s o  that a series of' dis crete  lines is s till obs erved. 
The Q bra.Iioh will als o  consis ·t of a gro1,1p of lines ,  clos e  
together} one line tor ever value of J,X. The frequenci e s  
are now ( ins erting the D's also): 
� -
.PJ =�0 + pt (J-111:)- 1P11(J,K) (20-A) 
= l -(Bt+B•)J +(B'·B"):2 + [<A'-B')- (A."-B11l]x2 0 . - -
-DJ(J-l)2z2+Dj (J+l)2z2 -DJ.K (J-l)J.K2 
+D't (J+l).nc2 •(D1 -D.•)x.4 . JK K 1: 
21 
RJ = � 0 + F' (J+11K) -F11 (J,K) 
(20·-B) 
= i + (jB'-B11)j +(B'·B")J2 +2B' 0 
+ [s.A•-B; )-(A"-B11 Dx:2. -D� (J+l.i2CJ+2)2+DY ( J+l)2 
-D' (.1+1) (J+2)X2+D" J(J+i)x2 ..-CJ.• -n•>x4 
· 
JK JK K, X 
and where the Q branch frequencies are �0 +F (J,K) aa given 
in equation (17) with every constant replaced with the 
ditferenoe in constants. Strictly speaking, PJ and RJ aboye 
should be written as P 
J K and RJ K' but, since the K'·s will ' ' .. 
be neglected in the analysis, this is not done. 
If the experimentall� determined lines had to be 
fitted directly to the above equations in order to deterDdne 
the constants, a very great deal or work would be involved. 
The analysis is made muoh easier by the use or the fol­
lowing combination relational 
or 
or 
R.r-1 -P.r+l = (2J+l) fjBa -4D�(J2+J+lD� 
RJ-l-PJ+l = 2B" - 4Dj (�+J+l)J 
2J+l 
R -P 
J J 
z.= (2J+l) &B I -4D' ( J2+J+lj] 1 
J 
= 2B1 - 4Dj (J2+J+l)J . . 
(2l•A) 
(21-B) 
(21-0) 
(21-D) 
= 2�0 + (B�-B")J2 +((A�-B�)-(A�-:s11)x:2J. 
(21-E) 
It has been assumed throughout that DJ.K = OJ in equation 
22 
( 21-E) it is als o as sumed that D 1  = D" . In the analys is it 
is usually as sumed that the terms involving X may Df negle cted. 
In the analys is  of a band equati ons ( 21-A) and . ( 2�"'0 ) . were 
us ed only to che ok the as s ignment. The inte;rcepta ot ·equations 
( 21-B) , ( 21-D) ,  and ( 21-E ) give B" 1 B '  1 and i J the alopea 
0 
of these  same equati ons give Dj1 D�, and ( B '-B" ) •  
Perpendi cular Banda24 
A perpendi cular band is  cons iderably more comp l1 oa.ted. 
Since it involves ohanges in both J and X, there are six 
pos sibilities l 6X: = tlJ AJ = -1, 01+1. It we again neglec-t 
the interaction or rotation and vibration and ala e negle ct 
the D ' s , we may write (using equati on 10 ) :  . .  
�(bK =+l,AJ �l) = � +F ( J+l,K+l ) �P ( J,K) ( 22-A) 
0 . 
= [ )) 0  +2 (A-B ) ( K+i}] t2B C J+l l , . 
with J = 0, 1� 2� -- � K = -J, --, -l, O ,+l, �-JJ 
�(/lK �l,AJ �::.- ,,o ) = &o +2 ( A-B ) (K+iD, ( 22-B) 
with J = 0 1 11 --- ; K = -J, -- �-, +J; 
�(AK =+l.AJ =-l) = {20 +2 ( A-B ) (K+tl] -2�J• ( 22-C )  
with J � 1, �3,--- J K = -J, ---- ,+JJ 
�(�K =-l\6J =+1) =[)0 -2 ( A-B )  ( K-i� +2BJ( J+1 ) 1 . - , 
. ( 22-D) 
with J = 0, 1, --- J K = -J, ---- , J; 
�Herzberg, P •  424. 
l\(6.K •-l,6J = o )  = &o -2 (A-B)  CK-iTI , 
· 2.3 
( 22-E ) 
wi th J = 0, 1,2, --� J K = -J+l, -J+2, --, JJ 
iC6K a-l,4J -.1) = � 0 ·2 (A•B) (K·tD -2BJ ( 22-P') 
wi th J = 1, 2, 3 , -- J K a •J+l, ---, J. 
An ex�inat i on indi cat e s  that the s e  ar e a s eries of sub• 
bands , each cent er e d  ar ound a �o; sub = �Qt2 (•·B) (Kti) • 
It i s  s t ated in Herzberg ( p .  424) that the P and R branChe s 
of such a sub-band are always of the s �e order of int ens ity 
( t ogether ) as the Q br�noh of the s ub-band. Further, the 
line s of the P and R branQhe s of di ff er ent sub-bands do not 
coincide ,  and hence , the s e  we ak line s do not r e infor ce one 
another , but rather t end to f orm an unr e s o lved 11background. • 
Therefore, in mos t  eas e s ,  we need only cons i der �he Q 
branche s  of the sub-bands s 
( 23 )  
The s e  Q branches or Q lines are usually referr ed to as 
P� and RQ£:, where the K indi cat e s  the ini t i al s t at e ,  PQa: 
and R� refer to the Q branches on the low and high wave 
number side of i0, respectively. If we now consider the 
interacti on of rotation and vibration, we may write ( s till 
omitting the centrifugal s tret ching t erms ) s 
p � a:: � 0 + ( .A.  1 -B ' ) •2 ( A '  -B I ) K + [(A '  -B • ) - ( A  tt -B n1J x:2 1 
. . ( 24)  
B� = �0 +(A 1 -B 1 ) +2 (A 1 ·B ' ) K  + {3A 1 -B '  ) - ( An-BniJ K2 • . . ( 25 )  
Again a great deal ot work can b e  avoide d  by us ing 
the following combinati on relat ions (wh� �  do include the 
oentritugal stretching terms , ex cept that DJKO i s  as sumed to 
be z ero ) l 
or 
or 
R�-l _PQI:+1 • 4XUA"-B" ) -Dg( 21t2 +2� 
R�-l _P �+l • ( A"-B" ) -2D!: (X2 +1 ) J 0 ( 26-B) 
til 0 
·� .• P'!c .. 4KITA • -B I ) -PJ:(2K2 +20 , ( 26- c)  
It� • :P� = { A ' ·B ' ) o-2Di: (K2 +1) J ( 26-D) 
4l 
R\: .. 1 +p\: = 2 '110 + 2 ( B ' -B11 ) J ( J+1 ) � ( .26 .. E)  
0 +QA 1 -B ' ) .. ( A11-B11il ( 2K2-2K+l ) J 1' 
. 
In equat ions ( 26 .. E )  and ( 26-F' ) it i s  assumed that D ' =D"• 
·. 
Equati ons ( 26-A) and ( 26-C )  wer e use d  only to che ok the 
as s ignment . The int er cept of e quati ons ( 26-B) , ( 26-D) ,  and 
( 26-E) give ( A"-Bn ) ,  ( A ' -B ' ) ,  and 'i 0 ; their s lopes - give 
ng, �� and [C A ' -B ' ) - ( An-Bu )] . Equation ( 26-F ) was s o�etLmes 
. . .. 
us ed to determine U 0  als o .  I n  analys is the terms in J were 
neglected. 
Spe ctra of HOOF and DCOF' 
The dipole moments of HCOF and DCOF have comp onent s 
25 
along both the � and � axes, and a given vibration may re• 
sult in a. change in the components or the dipole moment 
along both axes. The observed absorption bands, therefore, 
often appear as a perp endi cular band superposed . ever a . 
parallel band. Thi s gives one two equations to us e in 
determi ning 1 , but it tends to make the assignment of the 
0 
lines in the parallel band more difficult. 
Effects of Asymmetry 
While we have treated HOOP and DCOP as sy:rnmetri:o tops, 
I 
they are 1n reality asymmetric top s . We must cons ider, at 
least briefly, the justifi cation for and the accuracy or this 
treatment. 
In · order to tind the molecular constants using Wang ' s  
energy relation 1 t · is. necessary to ,solve for the quantum 
number Wt• But the Wt ' s ,  themselves, depend on the molecular 
constants. The algebrai c equations tor · w .involve the c0�· · 
stant b = ( O..B)/2 [A•i(B+C)]. These equations need not · be . 2 solved if the approximation Wt" = lt is  used. The approx�-
tion does not appear to be too inaccurate, and serves as a 
useful ordering of the lines . 
As a measure of the accuracy of the symmetri o . top 
approximation we may compare the W�' s  with the K
2 • s .  It 
., :· . .=· • . . . .  
26 
we us e the ele ctr on diffract i on .data mentioned earlier25 
and as sume a C-H bond length of 1. 08 i, we find the results 
given in Table I.  Using these val-qe s we c an  calculate the 
values  of WI'• The calcula�ed values of W are given in Table 
II for J = 0 1  1, and 2 . Comparison shows that K2 is a fair 
approximat ion for W• 
·25M. E. Jones ,  K. Hedbers , and v. S chomaker,  J. 
Amer. ahem. So c .  111 5278 ( 1955 J . 
Moment 
A 
B 
c 
-
B 
b 
TABLE I 
CALCULATED VALUES OP THE RECIPROCAL 
MOMENTS OF INERTIA 
HOO!l 0111 
2. 88.$ 
0. 390 
0.344 
0.367 
-0 . 0175 
27 
DOOF1 .. -
2.104 
0 .389 
0 .329 
o.3S9 
-0 .033 8 
TABLE I I  
CALCULATED VALUES OF W� 
w� Wt' 
� 
for fer 
J J[ HOOP DC OJ' · t'  
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 -1 
-1 1 0 . 9825 0 . 9662 0 
+1 1 1 . 0175 1 . 033 8  +1 
2 0 0 -0. 000918 -0 . 00,342 -2 
-1 1 0. 9475 o . 89 86 -l 
+1 1 1. 0525 1. 1014 0 
-2 4 4 4 +1 
2 4 4. 000918 4. 00342 +2 
CHAPTER I I I  
EXPER IMENTAL DETAILS 
The Spectrometer 
�e spe ctra of HOOP and DCOF were obs erved �d 
measured wi th the Univer s i ty of Tennessee aut omat1 oall7• 
rec or ding grat ing spectrometer whi ch has been des cribed 
els ewhere by A .  H .  Ni els enl. Fi gure 2 is a ray di agr� ot 
the spe ctrometer. A Nerns t glower was us ed u a s our ce of 
cont inuous radi ation. The oell c ontaining the sample was 
p laced near the f o cus betwe en mirrors M-2 and M-3 ·  The 
beam i s  Chopp ed either jus t before or just after pas sing 
thr ough s li t  s-1. Chopping modulat e s  the beam at the 
frequency to whi ch the amplifi er i s  tune d. The be� is 
' di sp er s e d  by a pri sm mono chromator before pas s ing through 
slit S-2 so  that the grating s e es only a narrow r ange of 
wave numb ers , thus eli�nating unwant ed orders . Arter p as s -
ing through s li t  S-2 , the beam s trikes an ott-axi s paraboli c . 
mirror , and i s  s ent t o  the grating as a p arallel beam. The 
light diffracte d back in the direction of the paraboloid 1a 
s ent through s li t  S-3 to the det e ctor system. The output 
of the dete ctor sys tem i s  then amp lified and f e d  int o a 
1 A. H. Ni e ls en, J. T enn. Acad, Se1 .  �� 241 ( 1947 ) .• 
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Leeds and Northrup , Type G, sp eedomax re corder. 
Four det ectors were us ed in the cours e ot the work, 
They were a P erkin-Elmer thermooouple f and a Golay dete ctor 
(both of whi ch are s ens itive throughout the entire ap•otral 
range cons idered here ) ,  a lead sulfide photoconductive cell 
( s ens itive above about 3300 �-1) ,  and a cooled lead 
telluride photoconductive cell ( s ens it ive above about 
1900 �-1, and us ed to about 3800 am·1) .  The energy from 
slit S-3 was focus ed on the thermo couple,  the lead sulfide 
oell , and sometimes on the Golay detector by an ellipti cal 
mirror wi th the slit at one focus , and the detector at the 
other focus . The lead telluride cell was ins talled in a 
box with its own mirror system. At the beginning of the 
work reporte d  here a silver chloride lens was us ed to  tocus 
the radiation �rom slit S-3 onto the Golay dete ctor. 
Five gratings were used. They were : a 1200 lines­
per-inch original ruled at the Uni vers ity of Mi chigan, a 
3 600 line s-p er-inch repli ca by R .  w. Wood, 4500 lines-per­
inch and 7500 lines-per-inch Baus ch and Lomb repli cas , and 
a 15 , 000 lines-per-inch Baus ch and Lomb original. 
· The pri sm monochromator , whi Ch• cons isted of a 15° 
KBr prism, a 15° NaCl prism, or a 60° NaCl prism, allowed 
only a narrow band of frequencies to  reach the grating . It 
was ne ces s ary to res et the prism during the recording ot a 
band ( except at the high wave number limit ot a priam) J 
wi th practi ce thi s adjus tment could be made so  as to be 
undetectable Cll tile fini shed record. 
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All or the dete ctors , except the lead telluride c·ell, 
us ed a 1.3 cycle-per-se cond halt di sk chopp er immediately 
after a lit S-1. The lead tellUl'ide cell us ed an ·800 cyolea­
per-s e cond chopp erJ in thi s cas e the plane mirror P-1 was 
replaced wi th a plane mirr or whi ch was forced to os cillate 
about a verti cal axis at 400 cycles per s e c ond. The �p l1•. 
tude ot the os ci'llati ons could be eontrolled. 
The grating and a Gaertner oir ole wer e mounted on a 
motor driven shaft . The pos ition of the circle , . and hence 
of the grati ng, can be read to 5 s e conds or ar c by means ot 
a mi cr ometer mi cros cop e . These angles were marked dire ctly 
onto the chart p aper, at intervals of one minute ot ar c  on 
re cords that were to be me asured, by a pen aot�vate d  by a 
manually op erated solenoid. 
Atmospheri c Abs orption 
The spe ctrometer has an air tight sheet metal . cover 
whi ch fi ts  into a slot around the bas e ot the .spectrometer. 
Apiezon ( type Q) wax i s  packed into thi s s lot, and into 
any other openings . Once the sp ectrometer i s  sealed, i t  
1s only ne ces sary to remove the water and carbon dioxi de 
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already ins ide of the spe ctrome�er . 
To s ome extent thi s may be  accomplished by flushing 
the sp e ctromet er with dry nitrogen from a cylinder . This 
was often done . 
Originally trays of P 205 and As carite were placed on 
the floor of the sp e ctrometer to  remove the H20 and co2 
resp e ctively. This method works rather well, es� e cially 
when coupled with N2 flushing. 
Later the air inside the sp e ctrometer was r e- cycled 
continuous ly through a column of activated alumina by means 
of a small centrifugal blower . By changing to a fresh o0lumn 
frequently at the start it  was pos sible to obtain a very low 
background even in regions of s trong atmo spheri c abs orption. 
At times trays of P2o5 and As earite were us ed in conjunction 
with this me thod; the results were no better·  than cquld be 
obtained without the chemi cals . A background re cor� was 
made for every band, for comparis on. 
The Gas 
The s amples of H OOF and DCOF us ed in this s tudy, 
together with a great deal of us eful inf ormation about 
handling thes e  compounds , were very kindly supplied by 
H. w. Morgan! and P . A. Staats of the Oak Ri dge Nati onal 
Laboratory. As the prop erties  of HCOF and DCOF are virtually 
i dent ical ( with regard to handling ) ,  only HCOF will be  dis-
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cus sed. 
HOOP is a relatively stable compound whi ch boils at 
0 
about •26 c, de composes into HP and CO in the abs ence ot 
water, and hydrolyzes to formic acid (H2co2 ) and BF .  At 
room temp erature a container of the gas de comp os e& com­
pletely in about 24 hours,  but at dr'1 i ce temp eratures 
( -78°0 ) it can be ( and was ) s tored in the liquid phas e tor 
months wi thout exces sive de co mp o s ition. 
For the absorption sp ectrum of HOOP , the . gas was put 
into a glas s cell 1$ am long and about 2 inches in diameter,  
closed  wi th ei ther Na·cl or KBr windows. The pressu:re us ed 
vari ed from about 1 mm to about $00 mm of mer our,.. Be c.aus e 
of de compos iti on, it  was nece s s ary to remove the · gaa from 
the cell at the end of each day ' s  work. Otherwi.s e ,  the 
s ample would decompose  and attack the cell, esp e cially the 
windows . Since HCOP has a vapor pre s sure of 2 or 3 am. ot 
mercury even at· -78°0, it was not f ound· practi cal ··to · sa,ie . ' ;  �· . . · 
the s ample a�ter a run; it was pumped into the air. 
It was ne ces s ary to seal the spe ctrometer to be able 
to elimdnate atmospheri c absorption. Thus �t was ne ce s s ary 
t o  be able to  �i ll the cell with the sp ectromet er s ·ealed. 
In order to do this a glas s tube was run through the bas e 
of the spe otromet·er from the sample s torage tube · t ·o . .. the 
abs orption cell insi de of the s p e ctrometer. 
The de comp os ition of the sample resulted in CO and 
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002 be ing pres ent in the ab s orp tion c e l l as an internal 
ba ckground when s ome of the b ands wer e examine d. The 00 
r e sult e d  dir e ct l7 from de comp o s i ti onJ the co2 resulted fr om 
oxi di zati on of s ome of the 00 b7 oxygen i n  the air that 
leaked int o the container over a long p eri od of time . No 
ab s orption due to HP wa s obs erved s ince thi s gas r e a c t e d  
wi th the glas s o f  the sys tem s o on after i t  was forme d. It 
was po s s ible to remove mo s t  of the CO and 002 by pump ing on 
the s amp le whi le it wa s at dry i ce temp eratur e s .  Ther e was 
a cons iderabl� los s of H OOP in thi s cas e .  The 002 di d not 
pre s ent a pr oblem excep t in s amp l es that had· been s t or e d  
t o r  a re latively long t ime , and then only i n  one b an d  of 
DCOF ( the high wave numb er s i de of the R bran ch of �1) . The 
de comp o s i t i on c oul d be obs erve d directly by not ing the 
incr e a s e  in the abs orp t i on o� CO if s ev eral runs wer e made 
over thi s regi on at intervals of s everal hour s . 
The parti cular grat ing, dete ctor, gas pres sure,  and 
background conditions :for each band are given in Table III. 
. 
� 
. . 
. r 
Wave Number Measurements 
The �inal re sult of a run over a band was a s trip of 
chart paper wi th a cont inuous ly drawn graph of abs orpti on 
versus angle ( and hence , indire ctly, wave numb er ) . The 
fi ducial marks wer e spaced at int ervals of one minut e of ·ar c. 
A p enci l  line was drawn fr om the abs orpti on p e ak to the bas e 
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line , and the angle was read wi th a sp e oial e,-ep·leoe, .r e:lnoe 
the fiduci al marks wer e not always equally spaced. The dif• 
ference betwe en the recorde d  angle and the angle ot the 
central image was des i gnated the angle ;, us ed to oalcula�e 
the wave number .  The central image ,  i . e . ,  the positi on ln 
whi oh the grating acted as a reflecting mirr or , wa,s recorded 
s everal times bef ore and after each band. The wave number 
was det ermined by the equation 
� ( Qm-l ) = �s in e. 
where n is the order, K ( cm·1) is the ins trument constant·, 
and Q is the angle. 
Calibration 
To find the wave number · of a p arti cular peak, i t  was 
ne ces s ary t o  k now the grating or ins trument constant ,  K. 
Thi s could be found by finding the angle corre sp onding to a 
known frequency. Any abs orption or emi s s i on line s  whos e  
frequenci es are acc�ately known could have been us ed. In 
thi s investi gati on the fun�amental2 and fi rst overtone) of 
carbon monoxide were us ed. At the beginning ot each run tour 
2Eo K.  �lfier,
. 
L. R. Blaine, and W. S o  Conne:r, J, 
Opt. Soc. Am. �' 104 ( 1955 ) . . ' 
3E . K. Plyle�t w. s. Benedict , and s • .  Silverman• J. ahem. Phys . 20, l�P ( 1952) • 
t o  mx �es from the center of one of thes e bands wer e 
re corded. · . Thi s alioweq. the caf�ulatf.on ·or the gr�t ing 
cons tant · :for that :p�ti cular run. The vari at ions of the 
. . . . . 
grating cons tan� ·were small ,  but s ignifi cant• 
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Thi s work was done in air , whtle the· wave numbers of 
the · co lines we�e va cuum wave numbers . If t�e v•lue of the 
index of �efra c�ion of air does not vary from the wave num- · 
·
: . . 
. 
ber of the CO lines to that · or the band .being measured, ·the 
re �ul�s · wi ll aut omati cally be  reduced to  vacuum. Cal culati ons 
from a tormu.la �iven �; Edlen4 indi cate that the index of 
· refract i on of . air �hange� l>y· ·ab·o�t· 7 p arts in 10 8 f�o� 4.5 
. - ·  
mi crons to 15 mi crons , whi ch may � e  negle cted! Therefor e 
· · · i t  was unne ce s s ary to corre ct the wave number s , as they 
were ·already va·ouum wave · nuinber_s . 
For 1·ow wave numbers 1 t . was ne ces s ary tc;>  us e the CO . 
in s e cond or third order . Th� fundamental was us ed with all 
bands below 3000 
3000 . -l em . • 
The · cell 
-1 em 1 �d the 
' . 
containing the 
overtone with both bands over 
co was usually p laced in the 
. sp e ctrometer betwe en the s ample cell and the - mirror M-3 •  It 
was mo\mted on · a shaft s o  that t t  could be lowered out of 
the . beam during a·. �ll:ll · . A few time s a sp.e ci al mirror sys t em, 
sh<;>wn in �igure· 2 ,  was us ed. In that cas e it was the 
mirrors whi ch were moved out of the beam. 
4-B. · Edl .en, J. Opt . Soc • . ·AM. !J.l, 339 ( 1953 ) • . 
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Dis cussion ot Errore 
Any error in the determination ot the wav• number ot 
an abs orpti on peak must result trom error in eithe� the . 
angle, a, or trom error in calibration, or trom both. 
Except tor errors in the circular s cale , which are 
small, errors in the angle G will be random errors and will 
ari se  trom errors in placing the tiduo1al marks ,  errors in 
marking the lines , and errors in reading the angle .  The 
latter can eas ily be done to ti a e oond ot ar o� The error• 
in placing the fi duci al marks should b�e rathe:r uniform, but 
errors in marking the lines will dep end on the aharpnea ,a · ot 
the · line . Where about six central 1magea were re corded, tne 
averag e deviation was about :t,2 se conds or ar o. Where .ab out 
three records were made or a sharp abs orption line, · the 
averag e deviation was about +4 seconds ot aro · { as determined � 
.from �l in HOOF') . When the absorption peaks we'r·e not sharp , 
the deviati ons were l&Jger. 
Errors in the calibration wil l result ·from error·s in 
the angle o£ the central image, errors in the oirole angle 
of the calibrati on lines , errors in the calibrati on linea 
themse lves ,  �d fr om changes of the grating ·constant with · 
time and angle . It i s  ditti cult to estimate thea e errors ,  
but when the s ame band has be en re corded using two different 
gratings , the results have , on the average , agreed to within 
o.2 am-1 or better.  
The mole cular cons tants , other than 1 , depend on 
0 
differences between the lines , and sys temati c  error will 
not aff e ct them, while random err or will. The results 
indi cate that the values of B" are accurate to  about 
.39 
l -1 :tO. OOl em· , and that A11-B" 1s accurate to  about :tO. OO.$ om • 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Introduction and Methods of jnalysia 
The observed bands and their interp��ona � 1re­
sented in this Ohap.ter. with corresponding ·b,mtfs · . (,t . .. .  H.OOP · .and 
DCOP being presented together. Tables I+I and IV give a 
summary· ot the obs erved bands and the conditi ons under whi Ch 
they were observed. The figures depi cting observed banda 
were taken from intermediat� · speed re cords made at six 
degrees  per hour with fiducial marks every ten to twenty 
minutes  or arc. 
Eve�y band reported here was observed at leas t  three 
times at one degree per hour, whi ch was the normal sp e ed tor 
re eords whi ch were to be measured. Quite often more than 
three records were made . T.he circle angles of a given 
abs orption p eak were then averag ed and subtr.acted: f'rom the 
average central image . From thi s the wave number was cal­
cul�ted. The s ame method was us ed for both the calibration 
line s and the lin�s be ing me asur ed, except that for the 
calibrati�n lines it was the grating constant rather than 
the wave number which was found. Thi s method was qui oker 
than, and gave the s �e re sult s as , the method in whi eh the 
angle Q is  obtained for eaCh re cord of a g iven peak and then 
averaged. 
As s ign.. 
ment 
l)l 
v2 
�3 
�4 
)).5 
2 Y2 
TABLE III 
A SUMMARY OF THE OBSERVED BANDS AND THE CONDIT IONS OF OBSERVAT I ON 
H COF 
Band 3-rat ine Pre s sure 
Cent e�.: b Lines c em of llioii ( cm-1 ) Type De t e c t or Mer cury 
2981. 0  hybrid 7500 PbT e .5.0  
18)6 . 9 hybri d  4.500 
7500 
Golay o .4-o. B 
1342 .5 j_ 3600 4.500 Golay 26-45 
1064. 8 hybri d  .3600 Golay 0 . 2-0.3 
662 .5 hybr i d  1200 Golay 2 . 8-4.6 
T . c . 
3651. 8 u 1.5000 PbS 1o.o  
-
Slit 
Wi d� 
( - ' em 
Background 
Conditions 
0 .25 water in R 
branch qui ckly 
r emove d 
o .4 wat er largely 
0 . 35 r emoved 
o .4 wat er greatl.y . 
reduced 
0.3 clean 
0 .45 002 almost 
0 . 75 completely 
removed 
0 . 15 H20 and C02 p artly remove d  
R emarks 
perpendi cular com-
p onent ob s erved 
only in R branchJ 
best results with 
about 6 em pr es sure 
very weak 
parallel -comp onent 
not res olved 
- � � ..... 
As s i gn-
ment 
2� 
}J3+� 
)\+Ys 
TABLE III ( cont inued ) 
A SUMMARY OF THE OBSERVED BANDS AND THE CONDIT I ONS OF OBSERVAT ION 
HCOF 
-- -- ----�-�-- -- ----
Band Grating 
Centtra b Line s ( em- ) Type Inch 
2115 . 6  I I 7500 
24J.2 - 7500 
1719 .3 I I 7500 
c Dete ct or 
PbT e 
PbT e 
Golay 
Pre s sure Slit 
em of Width Background 
Mer cury� (cm- 1)  Conditi ons R emarks 
I 
5 . o-6.5 0 . 15 CO in R branch 
s omet imes 
32 . 0 . 2  CO on low wave very ·p oor results 
number edge 
9 . 0 0.3 not all wat er partly :res olved 
l"emoved 
�he quot e d  band cent er is . the e s t imat e d b and cent er ,  exc ep t  where combinat ion 
r e lat i ons wer e app lied to the band ; in that cas e the r e sult s quoted ar e the r e sult of 
the . oomb inat i on r e lati ons . 
bfar allel bands ar e de s i gnate d I I J p erp endi cular b ands are de s ignate d .l . 
0Pb8 indi cat es the lead sulf ide photo conduct ive oe ll J PbT e indi cat e s  the lead 
telluride photoconduct ive cell J T . c .  in�oates the thermo coup le .  
.r=-1\) 
As sign-
· ment 
v1 
,y2 
�3 
1\ 
Ys 
v6 
2 v2 
2V3 
TABLE IV 
A SUMMARY OF THE OBSERVED BANDS AND THE CONDIT I ONS OP OBSERVAT I ON 
DCOF 
Band Grating Pressure 
Cente�8 b Lines c em of ( cm-1 )  Type !iicn Pete etor Mer cur:vj 
2261 . 7  hybrid 1500 PbT e 3 .• 8-5 • .5 
1796. 8  II 1500 Golay 1 . 2-2 . 0  
(4500 ) ( T . c . ) 
967 .9  �ybr�d 3600 Golay . 2 . 2  
1073 .• 2 hybrid 360.0 Golay 0.4-0 . 7  
' 651 .5 ;hybrid 1200 Go lay 4. o-a . o  
T . c .  
857 .4 - 3600 Golay 10 . 2  
3579.4 I I  15000 PbT e 3 .5 
1930 . 6  I I  1500 PbTe 115-20 
�-- -�-- ---- __ · 
Slit 
W'idth 
(an- ]} 
0 • 15 
o.q.. 
( 0 . 7 ) 
o .4 
0 . 3  
0 .4-5 
0 . 15 
0 . 25 
0. 25 
0 . 2  
L........._----�-
Background 
Conditi ons Remarks 
C02 at edge of 
R branch 
wat er largely unr e s o lve·d with 
removed 4500 lines per ineh 
grating 
cle an 
cle an 
co2 almo s t  p arallel component 
comp l et e ly not r e s olved 
removed 
clean 
water and C02 · 
r emoved; clean 
clean 
- - -- - �- � - � -- -- -- -- . ----· -- �-<·� --·-- t; 
-As s ign-
ment 
2� 
YJ+Y4 
�+vs 
�4+Vs 
y4+)J6 
TABLE IV. ( continued)  
A SUMMARY OF THE OBSERVED BAND� AND THE CONDIT IONS OF OBSERVAT I ON 
DCOF 
Band \Grating 
Cente�s b Lines 0 ( cm-1 ) Type Inch Dete ctor 
2137. 8 II 7500 PbTe 
2028 . 6  hybrid 7500 Pb're 
1624.5 hybrid? 4500 Golay 
1705 . 8  I I  7500 Golay 
1928.4. - 7500 Pb're 
Pressure Slit 
em of Width 
Mer·cury (cm- 1) 
7 .5 0. 15 
23. 0 0 . 2  
45 . 0  0 .4 
-
4.5 o.q. 
15-20 0 . 2  
Background 
Conditions 
CO in R branch 
clean 
water reduced 
but s till 
excess ive 
water reduced 
clean 
---- - - ---- -
Remarks 
paral1e1 unres olved 
unres olved 
central Q branCh 
only 
llt.rhe quot ed band center is the es timated band center6 except where combinat ion 
relations were applied to the band; in that c as e  the results quoted are the result of 
the combination relat ions . 
bParallel bands are designated I I ; perpendi cular bands are designated J.. 
0PbTe indi cates the lead telluride photoconductive cell ;  T . c . indi cates the 
thermocouple. $= 
After.  the wave numbers were obtained, i t  was · ne ces s ar� 
to as sign an initial quantum s tate .to  each abs orption peak. 
In mos t  oas es the wave numbers were pl.otted against a running 
number s o  as to give an approximately s traight line . Then 
a center was eho .. n� thus aut omati cally as s igning all of the 
absorption peaks . · The center was pi cked by noting the 
p osition and shape or the central � branCh, by the shape of 
the band in general, and by the intens i ty of nearby linea• 
Por a p erp eBdi cular band the band center mus t  lie haltw•y 
between two ot the running numbers,  and for a' parallel band 
the band center mus t lie on one or the running numbers. 
Be cause ot the relatively wide spacing of the Q lines in 
formyl fluori de ,  the cent er was rather easy to  choose  tor a 
p erpendi cular band, s o  that if a perp endi cular component 
w� p res ent it  was as s igned and analyzed before the 
p arallel comp onent . Where only a parallel compon'ent was 
pres ent, the as signment of a band center was more diffi cult. 
The pres ence of s trong Q lines t ended to  make the as signment 
of the lines of the p arallel comp onent more diffi cult, however, 
s ince each Q line obs cures one or two lines of the parallel 
comp onent . One way to che ck the as signment was t o  plot 
R�-1-
P�+l or B�.P� versus K for a p erpendi cular component 
and RJ_1-PJ+l or R_rPJ versus 2J+l for a p arallel · component . 
It the as signment were · · oorre ct, the result would be a 
. s traight line pas s ing through the origin. ·The s .lop e  w.ould 
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be 4 ( A-B ) for a p erpendi cular component and 2B for a p arallel 
component. Unfortunatelyg any of a s eries of as s ignments 
will always meet the s e  conditions . In addition, those  'lines 
nearest  to  the band center oft en deviate from a straight 
line more than tho s e  lines farther from the band cent er. 
After a seemingly satisfactory assignment was made 
the lines were listed in a table. The sums and differences 
used in the combination relations were listed also it the 
band was to be analyzed. When the oombination relations 
were plotted, they served as a check on the assignment. 
l 
The molecular oonstanta were obtained trom either the 
grapha or the combination relations or from a least squares 
treatment in most cases. 
In p lotting (RJ_1-PJ+l)/2J+l and (R..,.-PJ)/2J+l versus 
( .r2+J+l ) ,  the s lope was appro�imate.ly zero, s o  that the 
average value was often used  instead of the inter cept. This 
was more ac curate than the drawn inte� oept, muCh easier, and 
only s lightly les s  accurate than a least s quares  treatment. 
The line positions quoted in the tables are given to 
two de cLmal p laces even though the ·errors for s ome bands 
are thought to be about ±0 • 2  ca-1 or p erhaps more. This is 
done be cause i t  .i s  thought that the errors in the spacings 
between lines of a given band are about o . o8 am-1 or less on 
the average. 
With the exception ot �4+v6 in DCOP• whi Ch was n�t 
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. rep orte d  by Morgan, S t aat s , and . Golds tein1, the as s ignment s 
rep ort e d  in their pap er have b e e� f ound t o  be in agre ement 
wi th o� work, and ar e ac cep te d as corr e ct .  
The Fundamentals 
B7 reference to figur e 11 ze might e:x:p e ot that the 
vibrati on as s o ci at ed wi th the C.H s tret ch would result .. onl7 
in a change of the dip ole moment p erp endi cular to the A 
. . 
axi s ,  the " almo s t  unique " axi s ,  and henoe would b e  as a o c- · 
i at e d  wi th a perp endi cular b and. · However , the.  only obs erved 
. . 
bands whi ah can r eas onabl7 be ass igne d  to the C-H stret ching 
vibrat i on are hybri d  bands at 2981 cm·l in HOOF and 2'262· ·  em-1 
in DC9F. The p arallel and p erp endi cular comp onents app ear 
t o  have about equal intensiti e s  and are both well res olved. 
,�igure s  3 and ·4 show thes e  bands . 
�· When the wave numbers of the Q lines were 
p lotted against a running number. they lay very close to a 
straight line aft er two of the Q lines  were dropp ed. The 
as s ignment of the remaining Q lines was s traightforward, . �d 
the cons tants obtained s e emed to be s ati sfactory. The two 
unas signed Q lines lie at 2970. 71 om-1 ( bet�e en P�· and P� ). 
�. w. · Morgan, p·. A.  Staat s , · and J • . H. Golds tein, 
J. Cham. Phys . � 337 ( 1956 ) .  
-. ·?' 
G) 
' �- · . 
. . . 
49 · 
.50 
and 2991. 13 �-1 ( between R� and R�) .  The average or these  
two lines ( 2980 . 92 am·1 ) lies between the values o t  � as 0 
determined from the parallel and perpendi cular oomponent.s 
-1 ot the band and only 0 . 13 am from their average • . 
The parallel component does not have a s trong central 
Q .branehJ a relatively weak abs orption line at 2980 .77  cm-1 
was tentativel7 as s igned as being the Q branch. Ass igmnent 
ot the lines of the parallel component would have been 
expected to  be more di:t'fi oult be caus e of the interrupti.on of 
the Q lines . The as signment was straightforward, however. 
Tables V and VI lis t  the observed lines and their 
as signments for the parallel and perp endi cular components ,  
respe ctively. Figures S and 6 are graphs or the combination 
relati ons for the p arallel comp onent, and Figures 7 and � 
are graphs of the combination relations tor the p erpendi' o:ular 
comp onent. 
�· As signment of the p erpendi cular component was 
unambiguous and left no lUlas s iglled linea. 
As s ignment of the p arallel component was ,  however ,  
diffi cult , and was made by comparing calculated line 
positi ons with obs erved lines . The first as s ignment, whi en 
s eemed to be  the moa t natural, resulted in a ! value whi ch 
was much too small. The final as s ignment s eems· to be qu·i'te 
I 
s atisfactory and does  not appear t o  be for ced or artifi cial. 
It must be p ointed out that the lines P ( 3 ) and P (4) 
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TABLE V 
WAVE NUMBERS OF' THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLEL COMPONENT OP »1 OF HOOP 
.$1 
·�J� �--ll P�Jl '--ll 
2981. 61 •  
2982.36 -
298.3 .43 2979 . 80 
- ' 297 8. 88 
- -
2985.oi 2977 • .35 
2986. 0 2976. 21 
2986. 89 2975,47 - -
- -
2988 . 88 297.3 .30 
2989 . 86 2972 . 93 
2990 • .$6 2972.21 
2991. 66 2971. 62· 
2992 -. 1.3 ....-. 
2992 . 83 2969. 95 
2993 .41 2969. 16 
- 2968.35 
2994. 86 -
2995. 72 . : 2967 .36 
2996 .47 2966 .56  
2996 . 95 2965 . 8� 
2997 . 88 2965 . 0  
2998. 91 2964. 25 
- 2963 . 20 
- -
.3000 . 62 -
30o1.S3 2961. 07 
3002.16 2960. 1.4 
3002 .56 29.59.39  
J '  
3 0  
3 1  
32 
33 
34 
35 f' 
.36 
�� 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
tt� 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
51 
58 
59 
TABLE V ( continued) 
WAVE IUMBBRS OP THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLIL COMPONENT IP VJ. OP HCOF 
R'J� ,_.1� P�J� �am-ll 
. 3003 . 10 29.$8 • .34 
- 2957 . 63 
- -
300.$.34 
3005 . 93 
2956.5.3 
29.$5. 93 
.3006. 61 2955 . 10 
300� . 62 2954.� 
300 ,.54 2953 . 2 
- 2952.84 
- -
;o1o.s� -
3011..3 29.$0. 68 
3012 . 19 2949 . 93 
.3012 . 75 2949 . 06 
3013 . 77 2948. 26 
- 2947 . 22 
-
. 2946. 81 
3016. 04 -
3016. 65 -
3017 . 34 2944. 7 8  
3017 . 90 2944. 23 
3018 . 64 2943 .�6 
2942 . 8 
- 2942 . 28 
3020. 74 2941. 15 
3021.53 -
3022.48 293 9 .. 56 
3023 . 22 29.3 8 . 80 
3023 . 91 29.38. 1� 
- 2937. 2 
J 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
7 1  
12 
13 
74 
15 
76 
�� 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
TABLE V ( continued) 
WA VB NUMBERS OP THE OBSERVED LINES OP THE PARALLEL COMPONENT OP Vl OF H OOP 
R�J� �--1� P.� J� � crza·l� 
- 293 6. 61 
. 3026 . 12 2935 . 9 6 
3026 . 90 -
302� .59 -
302 .34 2933 . 90 
3 029 . 11 2933 . 12 
- 2932 . 21 
3030 . 66 2931. 28  
3031 .43 293 0 . 63 
. . ..  '; . . :::: = , •  . .3032 . 13 '2929 . 97 
3032 . 11 -
3033 . 32 2928 . 35 
30i34· 14 2927 . 80 
- 2926� 97 
3035. 3 6 2925. 99 
3036 . 06 292.$ . 19 
3036, .
. 71 2924. 71 
303� .56 -
30.3 . 37 2923 . 17 
3039 . 12 2922 .32 
· · - 2921 . 63 
3040 .47 2920 . 84 
3041. 30  2920 . J.4  
3042 . 00 2919 .43 
3042.52 
3043 . 12 -
3043 . 64 -
- 2916 . 83 . 
3045 . 76  2915 . 68 
3046 . 33 2915 . 04 
J 
'90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
9 6  
TABLE V ( continued)  
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLEL COMPONENT OF V1 OF HOOF 
B� JJ � s-ll P�Jl �orll 
3047 . 19 
3047 . 98 
2914.52 
2913 . 89 
- -
- -
3049 .'62 -
3 050 .51  
3051. 22 .. 
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TABLE VI 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED Q LINES 
IN i>1 OF HCOF 
R� ( QlTJ.-1) 
2984. • .32 
2987. 78 
2994. 21 
2999. 67 
3004..4-.3 
3009 . 75 
30J.4. 97 
3019 . 74 
3025 o 02 
3030 . 06 
3034o 71 
3039 . 64 
3044. 61 
3049 . 02 
30.53. 66 
3058.3 1  
3062. 82 
51 
P� ( om-1) 
-
2978o l9 
2974. 06 
2967. 86 
2962 .3 7 
2957. � 
2951. 65 2945 . 80 
2940 · � 
29.34. 9 
2929.23 
2923 . 90 
2918 .23 
2912 .92 
2907 . 16 
' 2901.4.6 -
om·1 
2•66 
' �\ 2. 65 U_ 
p.. !i " 
! 
Jt 2.64. _
c -
p: 2 .63 L o o 
2.62 
2.61 
.... 
,..§ 
2.67 
� 
� � 2.66 
I � 2.65 
p: 2. 64. ' 
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Figure 8 .  A p lot of (R�_1+P�) versus ( 2X2-2K+l) 
for the Q ltnea of � of HOOP 
\Jl 
...0 
' . 
. . ... j . .  : ,. . 60 . 
a otuall7 app ear to b e  double in all or the re cor ds that 
show them. P ( 3 ) at 22.$9. 69. cm-1 1.s made up of lines at 
22.$9. 81 om-1 and 2259 .$7 om-1• P (4) at 2258. 96 om-1 is 
comp o s ed of lines at 2259 . 15 �-l and 2258. 7 8 am-1• 
Tables VII and VIII li s t  the obs erve d linea and their 
a s s i gnment s tor the p arallel and p erp endi cular comp onents ,. 
resp e ctively. Figur e s  9 and 101 and ll and 12 are graphs 
of the combinati on re lations ot the p arallel and p er� 
pendi cular comp onent s ,  resp e cti ve ly. 
The 0=0 s tret Ching vibrat i ons of both molecules 
app ear as ordinary p arallel-type bands . Figures 13 and 
l4 show �
� 
tor HCOF and DCOF, r e sp e ctively. 
�· When �2 in HCOP was me asured wi th the 4500 
lines -p er-inch grating, the P branch was r e s olved, but only 
the fi�s t eight to twe lve line s in the R branCh were r e s olved• 
The R branch and part o:f the P branch ·were rep e at·ed w1 th good 
r e s oluti on us ing the 7500 line s -p er-inch grat ing. The as s i gn­
ment pre s ent ed no unexp e cted diffi culty . The obs erve d  line s 
and their as signment s are li s t ed in Table tx, and the graphs 
of the combinat i on r e lati ons are shown in Fi gures 15 and 16. 
A few Q line s of the p erp endi cular component were 
obs erved - in the R branCh. · The s e  line s ,  li s t ed in Table ;, 
are better obs erved at a higher pre s sure than that us e d  tor 
the p arallel comp onent. 
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TABLE VII 
WA VI HUMBBRS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF 'THE 
PARA�L . GOMPONBNT OF � OF DCOP 
61 
R�Jl I ca..-.1> P (J) ( _..l) 
2262 . 2.$ . -
22�. 05 -
22 . oo -
2264.6.$ ' 22.$9 . 69 
2265 .40 22.$8. 96 
- 22.$8 . 27 
2266 . 8� 22.$7 . 80 . .  2267 . 3  22.$6. 73 
2267 . 94 2256 . 23 
. . .  . . ·� \ - ' 22.$.$ .56 
2269 .41 2254. 79 
... 22.$3 .46 
.. 2252 . 79 
2252 . 21 
- .2251 .44 
2250.59 
- 2249 . 82 
2274. 66 2248. 9 6 · 
22 7.$ . 18 224a. o1 
2215. 13 2247 . 28 
221� .35 2246. 60 
.. 2245, 91 
-- 2278 . 27 2245. 28 
2278 . 85 2244 • .$6 
2279. 58 2243 . 81 
22 80 • .36 2243 . 14 - 2242 .47 
22 81 • .$6 -
2282 . 19 2241 . 07 
2282 . 79 2240 . 35 
• 
J 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
n 
37 
3 8  
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
tt� 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
TABLE VII ( continued) 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE PARALLIL COMPONENT OF �l OP DOOP 
62 
R�Jl ,_.1� l� J� � --1l 
2283 . 34. 
-
2285 . 20 
228.$. 8� 
2286.4 · 
2287 . 08 
-
22 88.32 
2289 . 07 
2289 . 67 
2290 . 3 6  
-
2291. 81 
2292 .49 
2293 . 19 
2293 .. 97 
-
2295. 22 
2295 . 96 
2296 . 79 
229� . 9� 
229 .5 
2229 �30 
2300 . 07 
2301. 09 
2301 . 62 
2302 . 35 
2302 . 85 
2239.58 
223 8 . 91 
223 8 . 22 
2237 .10 
223 6.40 
223�. 60 
223 ' . 86 
-
2233 .35 
2232. 64. 
2231. 82 
2231. 18 
2230 .54 
-
2229 . 10 
2228.�1 
2227 . · 3  
2226 . 92 
-
2225.:27. . · .  
2224. 61 
2224.. � 
2223 .� 
2222 . 9  .. 
-
2221.� 
' 2220 . 9 
2220. 03 
2219 . 07 
-
J 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
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13 
74 
15 
76  
77 
7 8  
79 
80 
�ABLE VII ( continued)  
WAVE NUMBERS OP THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
.ARALLBL COMPONENT OP v1 OP DCOP 
· a<J� < a-1) 
I 
P (J) ( om·l) 
2304. 9 8 2217 .59 2305. 65 2216. 92 
2306 . 29 2216 . 19 
2306. 70 221.$ .48 
- -
- -
- 2213 . 20 
- 2212 • . 37 
- 2211 .52 
- -
-
2209 . 58 
2208 .56 
- 2207 . 77 
2206. 95 
- 2206. 10 · . 
• 2205 .• .$3 
2205 .04 
2204·� 
2203 . 
2203 .• 14 
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Figure 9 . A pl:ot 
of (RJ-1.iOPJ+1)/{2J+
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Figure 10 . A plot or ��-1+PJ versus J2 for the 
parallel comp onent of �1 of DCOF 
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TABLE VII I  
WAVE NUMBERS OP THE OBSERVED Q 'LINES 
IN ))1 OF DOOP 
' ( cm-l ) 
2266.52& 
2268. 648 
2270 . 94 
2274-. 2S 
2277 ·44 . 
2280 . 90 
22 84. 24 
2287 . 70 
2290 . 9� 
2294. 2 . 
2297 .52. 
2300 . 74 
230�·04-
. . . 2.30 . 99 
23 10 . 25 
2313 .30 
2316. 19 
·66 
P� ( am•l ) 
-
22.$9.72• 
22.57· 14· 
22.54�43& 
2249 . 00 
224$ .�
 
2241 • .  
223 7 · � 
2233 .  7 
2229 . 96 
22�6. 08 
2222 . 24 
2218.� 
. 2?14··4 ' 
�210.4.$ 
2206.44 
2202 ,5_2 
2198,55 
2193 .62 
• .. r • 
�he se  linea were not us ed in calculat i ons . 
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Figure 12 . A plot ot.' ( �-l+P�) versus ( 2K2-2K+l)  
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TABLE IX 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLEL COMPONENT OF )1 2  OF �COP 
71 
)l� J) ! --1 � P!J� �--ll 
183� -51 -
183 . 32 -
1839 . 06  18,3.$.52 
1839 . 80 18.34��0 
1840 • .$0 1833 . 9 
1841. 12 18.33 . 1.3 
1841. 82 1832 . 26 
1842 • .$0 18,31 .52 
1843 .23 ·18,30 . 8.5 
1844. 02 1830 . 12 
1844. 64 1829 . 23 
1845 .33 1828 .1fi 
1845. 95 1827 ' ' 
1846 .• 67 1526. 82 
· 1847-43 1826 . 02 
1847 . 97 182.$ . 29 
r1848. 78 . 1824.�0 
1849.32  1823 . 2 
1849 . 94 1822. 86 
1850.-34 ·1822 . 14 
1851 . 06 1821 .38 
1851� 67 1820. 62 
1852 . 31 1819 . 8.5' 
•. 1853 . 00 1818. 91 
1853 . 66 1818 . 0 8  
1854. 32 1817.24 
1854� 90 1816 .35 
1855.49 1815.40 
1856. 17 18J.4.59 
1856. 81 1813 . 88 
J 
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TABLE IX ( .continued) 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLBL COMP ONENT OF »2 OF HOOP 
72 
I B ( J) (' 0111•l) P (J) (am-l) 
18SA.49 181.3 . 10 
18.$ . 10 1812 .,39 ' 
18.$8. 74 1811 • .$8 
18.$9 . 29 1810 . 76 
18.$9 . 82 1809 . 90 
18 60 • .36 
16 61.00 
1809 . 14  
1808. 19 
1861 • .$7 1806. 9?; 
18 62 . 16 180 6. 1 
1862 . 84 180.$ . 24 
1863 .40 1804.50 
1863 . 97 1803 . 72 
1864.57 . 1802 . 88 
1865 .31 1801. 94 
1865 . 70 1801. 14 
1866 • .30 1800 .il 
1799 . 0 - 1798- �0 - 1797 . 2 
0 . 74 
RJ·l-PJ+l 
2J+l 0 . 73 
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Figure 15 . A p lot of ( RJ_1-PJ+l )/(-2J+l )  and 
( RJ•PJ )/( 2J+l ) versus ( J2+J+l ) for the 
parallel comp onent . of v2 of H COF 
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'fABLE X 
WAVE NUMBERS OP THE OB·SERVED q LINES 
. .  �N �2 OP HCOP 
Chart Wave 
Number Number 
50 1870 . 17 
60 1875 .50 
70 1880. 64 
80 1885.54 
90 1890 .58 
100 1895 .47 
110 1900 . 3 8  
120 1904.96 
1,30 1910 . 17 
74 
7S. 
�. Measur ement of � 2  in DCOF using the thermo­
c oup l e  and the 4500 lines -p er- in ch grating wa s us e l e s s 
be caus e the indivi dual line s were not r e s olved. The band 
was , however , well r e s o lved wi th the 7500 line s-p er- inQh 
grat ing and the Golay de t e ctor .  There wer e regi ons where 
the line s fade d int o unr e s olved ab s orp t i on .  The ge�eral 
app e aran c e  ot the s e  reg i ons wa s that or a regi on where 
ab s orp t i on lin e s  int erfere wi th one another . The s e  regi ons 
pr es ented no real diffi culty, and the c ons tant s obt aine d 
. 
.. . .. . 
app ear e d  t o  be qui t e  s at i s f a c t ory . The obs erved line s ar e 
li s t e d  in Tab l e  XI ; the combinat i on r e lati on s  ar e shown in 
Figur e s  17 and 18. 
There wer e no ob s erved Q line s .  
The p lanar C-H bending vibrati ons i n  the two mole­
cule s  differ mor e than any other corresp onding p air or 
obs erv e d  bands . In H OOP i>3 is obs erve d as a weak p erp endi cu• 
lar band with only a sugge s t i on of a p aralle l comp onent a in 
DCOP i t  i s  a s tr ong hybri d  band in whi ch the Q lin e s  do not 
s tand out ,  but rather ar e ob s erved a s  hump s under the llnea 
wi th �at_l. Pigurea 19 and 20 ahov thes e  banda .  
�· Although the ba ckground was largely removed, 
s ome of the wat er lines were ot ab out the s ame order or 
int ens i ty as the HCOP line s be ing me asur e d .  For thi s r ea s on 
there was s ome que s t i on of i dentifi cat i on. The line s  were 
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TABLE XI 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OP THE 
PARALLBL COMPONENT OF )) OF DCOF 2 
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RlJ�. , ...  1� P�J� , __ 1� 
1797 . 87  
-
1�99 .4.6 
1 oo.o� 
1800 . 6 . 
1801.40 
1802.10 
1802. 78 
180�.3 9  
180 . o1 
-
-
- · 
-
-
1807 . 75 
180 8 . 62 
1809 .4.3 
1810 . 16 
1810 . 64 
1811 . 30 
1812 . 02 
-1812 . 65 
1813 . 27 
181,3 . 96 
18J.4 .. 88 
-
. 1816.43 
1817. 04 
1817 . 67 
.... . . 
. � . : . 
-
-
-
-
1794..\33 
· 1793 .S3 
1792 . 73 
1791 .96 
. 1791. 03 . 
1790 • .30 
1789 • .$6 
1788 � 80 
1788 .06 
1787 • .32 
1786 .52 
1785 .�7 
1784. 6 
1783 . 88 
1783 .06 
1782 . 29 
1781 .51 
17 80 . 87 
1779 . 82 
l77t3. 80 
1778 . 09 
1777 .21 -
-
177$. 10 
1774 .34 
. ' . . ·� . : . 
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TABLE XI ( continue d) 
WAVE NUMBERS OP THE OBSERVED LINES OP' THE 
PAIALLBL COMP ONENT OP �2. OP DCOP 
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R'.l] �--1� PlJ� ,.•ll 
1818 . 19 1773 .53 
1818. 69 1772 . 77 
1819 ,30 17 71 . 92 
1819 , 84  1771 . 10 
1820 e 39 1770 . 13 
1820 .• 97 1769 ,�8 
1821.4.$ 1768. 0 
1822. 21 1767 . 81 
1822 . 8.$ 1767 . 29 
182,3 . 60 1766 • .$2 
1824.33 176.$ . 66 
1824. 96 1764 .• 76 
1825 .42 176.3 , 92 
1825 . 96 176.3 . 11 
1826. 68 176�. 90 
- 1761. 19 
- . ' ·1760 .28 
1759.41 
... . ...  . ' 
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Plgure 17 . A plot of ( RJ-l-PJ+1)/( 2J+l ) and (BJ-PJ)/( 2J+l ) 
versus J2+J+l for �2 or DCOF 
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measured with the 3600 lines-p er-inch grating, and then with 
the 4500 lines-per•1nch grating; the results were averaged. 
The as signment was upambiguous : and gave constants in agre•­
ment with tho s e  obtained from other bands . 
The observed linea are li sted in Table XII. Pigurea 
21 and 22 show the combination relations . 
DCOP. This band i s  s trong. The author believes that 
-
there i s  an interaction b�tween this band ( �3 )  and the C-P 
stret ching vibration ( )}4) .  This i·s  di s cus sed in a iater 
p aragraph under the heading � �� 
The assignment ot the parallel  component was rea­
s onably s imple, except tor the high frequency side of the 
R branch. There the spacing was such that one oould as .sume . 
that lines were mi s sing in two p lace s ,  or one could a.s sume 
that the spacing was merely different ( or apparently dif­
ferent) at the s e  two points • Finally it was as sumed that 
there were no mi s s ing lines .  The lines that· appear to be 
t oo widely spaced are R { l8 )  and R { l9 ) ,  and R { 2.6 )  and R { 27) . 
�e plots or the combination relations (Pigures  23 and 24) 
show -definite group ings which do not s e em to fit  together 
very well. The results are more eons iste�t, however, than 
they would be it i t  were as sumed that the lines were mi s s ing. 
Table XIII lists the observed lines . 
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TABLE XII 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVEP Q LINES 
IN �3 OF HOOF . 
' ( om-l)  
-
1.349 .54 
1.355 • .39  
1360 . 94 
13'66. 02 
1371.�8 
1)-76.. 6 
1381 . 71 
13 86. 83 
1392 . 02 
-
8) . 
� ("om-1) 
-
1.340.50 
13.3.$. 72 
1.328 . 99 
1.32.3 . 6.$ 
1318.54 . 1.313 . o5 
1307 .59 
1302 . 09 
1296 . 77 
· 1291.21 
128.5. 86 
cm•l 2.665 1 
�2.655 
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TABLE XIII 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLEL COMPONENT OF '}13 OF DCOF 
86  
R( J) ( om-.1) P( J} < rl> 
- -
969 . 3 1  -
970 . 03 -
970 . 74 965 . 79 
971.47 964. 95 
. 972 . 17 964 . 22 
· 972 . 87 963 .44 
973 . 61 962 . 75 
974 . 31 962 , 00 
975. 06 961. 22 
975 . 76 960 .49 
976. 61 959 . 71 
97� · 35 
97 . •  oo 
959 . 02 
958.]2 
978. 75 957 . 61 
979.44 956. 88 
980 . 24 956 . 19 
980 . 90 955 .47 
981. 68  954. 77 
982 . 60 954. 13 
983 . 25 953 .�2 984.0� 952 .  � 
9 84. 7 951 . 8  
985 .49 951 . 12 
986. 20 950 . 45 
986. 89 949. 72 
9 87 . 66 949 . 0 8 
98 8 . 70 . 948 . 36 
9 89 .45 947 .�0 
990 . 25 947 . 03 
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TABLE XIII ( o·ontinued}  
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
P�LLIL COMPONENT OF �3 OF DCOP . . . 
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<' --1) 
I 
(�-1) R(J) P(J) 
991 . 14 946 . 28 
991. 75 9k$ . 60 
992 .49 944. 90 
99.3 . 21 944.28  
99.3 . 91 94.3 itS7 
994. 76 942 . 87 
942 •. 1.$ . - 941.51 - 940 . 76 .. 940 . 09 
939 .44 - 938 . 73 
.. 93 8 . 06 
. · : - . •., . . · 937 .35 . . .  
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Figure. · 23 . A plot of ( RJ.i�PJ+i }/{ 2J+l ) and {Rd-PJ }/{ 2J+1 } 
versus J2+J+l for the paralle1 · component · of �3 of DCOP 
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When the wave numbers of the Q line s were plott ed 
agains t a running number , they fell very clos e to a s traight 
line . The assignment pres ent ed no diffi culty aft er an 
ini tial error involving the band cent er was corr e ct e d. 
Table XIV li s t s  the ob s erved Q line s ,  and Figures 25 and 26 
give the combination relati ons . 
The C-P s tretChing vibrati on i s  the mos t  int ens e 
band for each molecule . Both are hybri d bands wi th the 
p arallel comp onent s tronger than the perp endi cular component . 
The s e  bands ar e shown in Fi gures 27 and 28.  
f 
HCOF. - The p arallel comp onent of thi s band was the 
fir s t  p arallel band analyzed in HCOF . The results app e ared 
to be  qui t e  s ati sfactory, but they agreed wi th neit�er � 
nor �2 , whi ch wer e the next two bands having p:aralle l com­
p onents that wer e analyzed. A carerul re - analysis resulted 
in cons tant s whi ch agr e ed very well wi th tho s e  obtained from 
the other bands . A comp ari s on of the two as s ignments wi th 
the ir combinat ion relati ons , wi thout reference to the other 
bands , leaves little to ehoos e betwe en the� The p lots of 
RJ_1-PJ+l and R;-PJ ver sus �+J+l are s light ly more s atis­
factory in the final as s ignment , and the p lot of RJ_1+PJ �s 
cons iderably more s ati sfactory. The s e ,  by thems e lve s ,  haw­
ever ,  would not have been suffi ci ent to de oide be twe en the 
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TABLE XIV 
WA VB JflJMBERS OF THE OBSERVED Q LINES 
Ill �.3 OF DCOP 
' ( cm
-1) 
-
-
-
980 . 6.3 
984.04 
987 . 66 
991. 16 
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99 ·�5 
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Pigur.e 25 • . .  A plot of ( R�_1- P�+l )/4K and { �-P%:)./4J{ . v�rsus K2+l for the Q line s o_f � 4 of DCOP 
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two as s ignments - Table XV li sts the obs erved lines of the 
parallel comp onent pf �4 in HOOF. Figures 29 and 30 show 
the combination re lations . 
The p erpendi cular comp onent pre sented no diffi culty. 
The observed lines are li s ted in Table XVI , and the combina­
ti on relations are shown in Figures  31 and 32.  
�· The analys is  of thi s band was reas onabl7 
straightforward, and the resulting cons tants app eared to be 
satisfactory. Tables XVII and XVIII li st the obs erved lines 
in the p aralle l  and p erp endi cular components ,  resp e ctively. 
Figures  33 and 34 show t� combinati on relations for the 
parallel comp onent, and Figures 35 and 36 show them for the 
p erp endi cular comp onent. 
Even thou� the hydrogen atom i s  not dire ctly involved 
in the C-P s tret ching vibration, it  i s  reas onable to expe ct 
�4 to li e at a s lightly lower frequency in DCOF than in 
HCOP. The reverse i s  obs erved. It has already been mentioned 
that � in DCOF i s  much more intens e than �3 in HOOF• rn·· ncoF 
�3 and �4 li e clo s e  together . The author believes that 
thepe i s  an interaction between �3 and � in DCOF whi ch cause s  
v3 t o  be shifted to  a lower �requenoy and �4. to be shifted 
to  a higher fre quency. Thi s intera cti on eould als o  a ccount 
for the increas ed  intensity of v3 in DCOF·. 
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TABLE XV 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLEL COMPONENT OF V4 OF HOOF 
97 
R( J) (GIL-l) P( J) ( om•l) 
- -
1066 . 32 -
1066. 96 
10 67 . 67 -
1068 . 3 9  1062 . 03 
1069 . 28 1061 . 20 
- 1060 . 3 7  
1070 . 15 1059 . 66 
1071 . 12 1058 . 95 
1072 . 08 -
- -
1073 . 16 1056 . 67 
1073 . 91 1055 . 64 
1074.53 1054 . 75 
1075 . 16 1053 . 92 
1075 . 88 1053 . 18i 
107 6 . 53 1052 . 321 
1077 .� 1051 . 62 
1077 . 7  1050 . 74 
1049 . 91 
107 8 . 74 1049. 0 8  
1048. 25 
1047 ·44 
1046 .53 
- 1045 . 65 
1045 . 03 
- -
.. -
1042. 31 
1041 .45 
J 
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TABLE XV ( continued)  
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLEL COMPONENT · OF 1»4 OF HOOP 
98  
R (J) ( car-l) P(J) ( aral-l) 
- -
108,5 . 20 -
10 8.5 . 80 -
- 1037 . 7.5 
- 1036 . 86 
- 103 6 . 03 
1035. 18 
• 1034.. 34 
1033 • .54 
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Figure 29 .  A p lot of ( RJ-i-PJ+1 )/( 2J+l ) and (R�PJ)/( 2J+l ) 
versus J2+J+l for the parallel comp onent of Y4 in HCOF 
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TABLE XVI 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED � LINES 
IN ))4 OF HCOF 
R� ( cm·l) 
-
-
1078. 7� 
1083 . 9  
1090 . 0 6  
109 6. 52 
1102 . 00 
1108 . 05 
1114. 17 
1120.30 
lOl · 
P QK ( cm·l) 
-
-
1057 . 79 
-
1046 .53 
1041.45 
-
-
1027 . 64 
1023 . 21 
1018 . 71 
1014.55 
1010.01 
100.5.30 
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TABLE XVI I 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLEL COMPONENT OF )IJ.t. OF DCOF 
R�Jl ( cm-ll P �J ) � om-1 
-
1072 . 30 
-
1071.� 
1070 .  
1076. 52' 1070 . 03 
107� . 22 1069 . 31 107 . o6 1068. 63 
1078 . 81 1067 . 83 
1079 . 64 
1080 . 22 
1067 . 0% 
1066 . 3  
1081 . 28 1065' . 7 8 
10 81 . 63 1064. 89 
1082 . 27 1064 . 25 
1082 . 86 1063 . 15 
1083 . 57 1062 .4.$ 
1084.41 ·  1061 . 70 
1085. 14 1060 . 9 8  
1085.90 1060 . 21 
1086 .41 1059 -45 
1087 . 18 1058. 74 
1088. 00 1057 , 97 
1088. 68 1057 . 24 
1089 � 39 1056.�7 
1089 . 91 1055. 7 
109 0 . 66 1054. 82 
1091 . 22 1053 . 85 
1091. 86 1053 . 34 
1052 .47 
10.51.58 
1050. 78 
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TABLE XVII ( continued)  
WAVE NUMBERS OP THE OBSERVED LINES OF THE 
PARALLEL COMPONENT OP v4 OP . DCOP 
105 
R�J� ( --1 � P(J) ( oa•l) I 
1094. 62 1049 . 92 
109.$ . 24 1049 . 21 
1095 . 84 1048 .35 
1047.50 
1046 . 72 
�r 
Pot r-1 
� .:t  p:; C\J -
cm-1 
0 .745 I 0 
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Figure 33 . A plot o:r (RrPJ )/( 2J+l) and (RJ-l-PJ+l )/( 2c'f+l ) 
versus J2+J+l ror the parallel component o:r y4 of DCOF 
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Figure 34. A plot of ( RJ-�+PJ) versus J-2 for_ the 
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TABLE XVIII 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED Q LINES 
IN �4 OF DCOP 
. . 
108 
RQi: ( on�'"l ) P� ( om-l ) 
- -
-
-
1086 . 1.3 -
1089 . 63 �060. 98 .. 
• 
1093 . 76 1057 . 24• 1097 .36 10.$.3 . 67 1100 . 62 1049 . 92 
110�. 87 1046. 72 
110 .52 1043 . 2 8  
1112 .35 1039 . 95 
1116. 00 103 6 . 52 
1120.44, 1033 . 16 
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Figure 35 . A _ p lot o:r ( �P�)/4K and ( �-1-PQx:+l�/4K 
ve�sus K�l tor the Q lines o� �4 o� DCOF 
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Figure : 36. A p lot or ( ,_1+P�) versus (2K2-2K+l). 
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The PQO bending vibration was the first  fundamental 
to be carefully examined and the fir s t  to be analyzed. 
Thes e  bands were first  examine d us ing ' the thermo couple and 
then romp.)etsly' re- examined us ing the Golay de t e ctor .  The 
p erp endi cular comp onent was clearly resolved, and there was 
s ome indi cation of res oluti on in the parallel comp onent , 
e spe cially in HOOP. The results using the Golay det e ctor 
were not no ti ceably better than tho s e  us ing the thermo couple .  
In determining the band cent er for thi s fund�ental, 
the combinat ion relati on involving ��+p� was us ed, instead 
of the one involving R�_1+p�· 
Figures 37 and 38 show this fundament al for HOOF and 
DCOF, respe ctive1y. 
�· · A few line s were measured whi ch app eared to be 
r e s olve d lines of the parallel comp onent . They app ear on 
s everal, but not on all, of the re cor ds . Their p os i tion, 
if not their exi s tence, is at leas t doubtful . They are not 
rep orted. 
The as s ignment ot the p erpendi cular component 1 s  
unambiguous , and the cons tant s obtained app ear to b e  s atis­
fa ctory. The obs erve d Q line s are li s t ed in Table XIX. 
The combination relations are given in Figures 39 and 40. 
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Figure 37 . The �5 vibrati on-rotation band of HCOP 
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TABLE XIX 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED q, LINES 
IN 1).$ OF HCOF 
RQK ( cm-1 ) 
663 . 20 -
669 .55 
6�6.22 
6 1.52 
686. 88 
692 .41 
698. 08  
703 . 69 
109 .35 
715 . 0 8  
720 . 65 
726.43 
732 . 12 
737 . 86 
743 . 70 
114 
P� ( om-1 ) 
-
-
655 . 6.5 
649 . 33 
m·11 63 . as 
633 . 66 
628 . 50 
623 .54 
618 . 60 
613 . 85 
608 . 96 
604. 2% 
599 .5 
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Figure 39. A plot of { �!t«)/4K and { �-1-Pt«+l)/4K 
versus K2+1 for the Q l�ea of Ys of HCOP 
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Figure 40. A p lot of (�P�) versus K2 
for the Q lines of V5 of HCOP 
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�· The central Q branch belonging to the parallel 
component is clearly defined, but, even where there was s ome 
indi cation of lines with � J�l, they could not be  measured� 
The as signment of the perpendi cular comp onent was 
strai ghtforward and appeared to give s atisfactory const ants . 
The obs erved lines are listed  in Table XX, and the comb ination 
relati ons are shown in Figures 41 and 42 • 
The out-of-p lane C.H bending vibration in DCOP has 
been assigned, but no band has been obs erved in H OOF whi Ch 
can be as s igned as such� It is thought2 that if this ·band 
oocured in H OOP i t  would lie at about the s ame pos ition as 
\14 • Since 11 4  abs orbs totally at about one-tenth the pre s sure 
whi ch would, by comparis on with DCOP , probably be required 
to  obs erve V6� we would expe ct �4 to  obs cure �6• 
The obs erved band in D COP ( see Fi gure 43 ) appear s  t o  
have a sharp cut off on the h i gh  fr e quency s ide . This band• 
whi ch resembles no other observed band in ei ther H OOF or 
DCOF, has a we� ttp n  bran ch at 856.5 om-1, a " Q" branch at 
857 .4 ·em-1, and an 11R0 branch at 858 . 0  cm-1. Figure 43 , 
unlike the other figures , i s  reproduced from a re cord made 
at 1° per hour and is not greatly reduced. 
2Morgan, Staats , and Golds tein. 
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TABLE XX 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED Q LINES 
IN �5 OF DCOF 
. 
� ( cm-1 ) 
657 . 78 
-
-
667 . 90 
670 . 22 
673 . 60 6�7 ·44 6 1. 11 
68�. 80 
68 .56 ' 
692.3 8 
696.04. 
699 . 85 
703 . 65 
707 . 37  
711. 28 
71.5 . 06 
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;p� ( om-1) 
-
65.5 . 3 8 -
647 . 86 
644. 90 
641 .30 
637 . 71 
634. 16 
630 .53 
62.7 . 0� 
62.; . 6  
620 . 26 
616. 80 
613 .55 
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Figure 41.  A p lot o:f (R�_1+PC4\+l )/4K and (R�-P�)/4K 
versus K2+1 :for the � lines o:f }) 5 o:f DCOF 
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Figure 42. A plot o r  ( �+ ' ) Ve!'SUS K2 
for the Q lines or Vs or DCOF 
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The Overtone and Combination Bands 
The overtone ot the C=O s tretching vibration in both 
mole cule s  i s  obs erved as a relatively weak, �ai�ly well 
res olved parallel band wi th the central Q branQh not com­
pletely s eparated fr om the P branch. Figures 44 and 45 ahow 
the obs erved bands . Unfortunate ly, the only re cord of thi ,s 
band in HOOF whi Ch i s  suitable for reproduction as a figure 
was made with too high a pres sure and a strong background. 
The s e  bands were not as signed. 
HCOF. All of the re cords of thi s band were made with -
a strong ba ckground. There are regions in both the P and R 
branche s whi ch are fre e  from baokground interfer ence . A 
number of lines were observed in each of these regi ons . The 
obs erved line s are listed in Table XXI . The exact lo cation 
of the central Q branch i s  diffi cult t o  de termine, be caus e 
there is a water line in almost exa ctly the s ame lo cation� 
DCOF. As a result of the greater experience of the · 
author when thi s band was obs erved, the background was 
almost completely removed. The observed lines of DCOF are 
li sted in Table XXII. 
2))3 and �4+ ))6 
A band i s  observed in DCOF at about 1930 am-
1 whi ch 
Mor g an , Staats,  and Goldstein as signed as the overtone of 
th& planar C•H bending vibration, 2�3 •  Thi s band, 8hown in 
C02 and H20 
Fi gure 44. The 2 v2 vibration-rotat i on band o:r HCOF 
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Cb,a:rt 
'lumber 
-22 
-20 
-19 
-17 
- 16 
-15 
-14 
-12 
-11 
-10 
-9 
-8 
-7 
-6 
-s· 
-4 
-3 
TABLE .XXI 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES 
IN 2y2 OF HOOF 
f1/lllttJ Chaztt · ., 
� ( am-1J :lumbe 
.36.30 . 09 0 
- .36.31 . 95 +2 
.36.32 . 90 
·:!I 
. .36.34· 78 . 
.. . : '  .' .36.3.$ . 69 
.3636  • .57 +S 
36.37.41 6 
36.39.03 
� .3639 . 88 
3640 . 68 9 
3641 • .56 10 
3642 .46 11 
3643 . 17 12 . 
3 643 . 97 13 
.3 644 . 72 14 
3645 . 17 15 
3645 . 66 16 
17 
23 ' 
24 
25 
125 
""""'-
�� --1� 
.3651. 79 
.3654. 12 
. .365� . 92 
. ;� .. · . .365 • 76 
.3657 . 67 
.3658.34 
.3658. 90 
.3659 . 72 
3660 . 24 
3660 . 91 
3 661.5� 
3662 . 1  
3662 . 77 
3 663 .44 
3664. 04. 
3664.56 
3 665 .26  
3665 . 80 
3671 . 92 
3 672 .59 
3 673 . 13 
Chart 
1'\urJ.ber 
-40 
-39 
-3 8 
-37 
-.36  
-3.$ 
-34 
-33 
-.32 
-31 
-30 
-29 
-28 
-27 
-26 
•23 
-21 
.. 20 
-19 
-18 
TABLE XXII 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES 
IN 2 112 OF DCOP 
,.._ Chart 
V ( am•l) Number 
3.$42.21 -17 3.$42.�.$ -16 35�· 9 -lS · .3$ . 79 -14 .3.$45.99 -13 
3.$46. 8� -12 3S4�. a ""11 354 . 97 -10 3549 . 7.$ -9 35.$0. 99 -8 
....... 
3552. 02 -1 3553 . 20 _, 
355,. 88 
� 355 .91 3555.58 -3 
.3558. 66 -2 
3560. 86  -1 
3561.7� 0 
3562.4 \) . 0 3563 .33 ( est . ) 
··: . . . 
126 
� 
v ( --1) 
3.$64.39 
.3$6.$ • .:>4. 
.3.$66.11 
3567. 00 
3.$67 . 76  
3568. 7� 
3569 • .$ 
357o.ss 
.3.$71.30 
357.3. 12 
3572 .57 
3573 . 80 
3574. 15 
3574 . 88 
.3515 .52 
357 6. 20 
3576. 82 
3577.40 
3519.35 
Chart 
lumber 
1 
2 
� 
5 
6 
7 
tJ 
10 
' ll 
12 
13 
14 15 
16 
TABLE XXII ( continued) 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES 
IN 2 '))2 OF DCOP 
,..., Chart 
v� ... 1� lumber 
3580.41 17 
3581.37 18 
3582. 10 19 
3582. 62 20 
358.3 . 27 21 
358,3 .98  22 
.358� . 62 23 
358 .53 24 3587 . 17 25 ' 
3587 . 81 
3588 .45 
3588�92 
3589 .42 
3590 . 07 
3590 .70 
127 
.,..,_ 
')/ �--1� 
3591.31 
3591. 86 
3592 .49 
3593.05 
359.3 . 62 
.3594.. 1$ 
3594. 68 
; 3595 .30 
3595. 65 
128 
Figure 46, exhibits two Q branches under higher res olution :  
one a t  1928 .4 am-1 an d  the other a t  1930 . 6  ��1• The Q 
branch at 1928.4 om•1 i s  as s igne d to '1J4+ l, and the other 
Q branCh, together with the P and R branches ,  is as s igned 
to 2 v3 • The as s ignment of the bulk of the band to 2 �3 seems 
to  be ent1rel7 reas onable, s ince �3 is quite s trong, and the 
as s ignment of the extra Q branch to })4+'))6 s e ems to be 
unavoi dable .  There is no other as s ignment that would fit 
the obs erved band. The s e cond overtone of the P· CaO bending 
vibration would be in approximately this regi on if it were 
obs erved, but s ince 2�5 is  not obs erved, it is  very improb­
able that 3»s would be obs erved. The s ample was originall7 
�uite pure ,  and none of the de comp osition products abs orb 
in thi s region, s o  it  is  unlikely that the abs orption i s  due 
to  an impurity. The obs erved lines of this band are li s ted  
in  Table XXIII.  
No corresponding bands are obs erved in HCOF. 
The overtone of the C-F s tret ching vibration, 2 �, 
appears  to be a well resolved parallel band in both molecules ,  
but a clos er examination shows that many of the obs erved 
rotational lines are unres olved pairs of line s .  It was 
at first p lanned to analyze  thes e  bands , but this was not 
done since it was felt that this would be a needles s  
... 
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Fi gure 46.  The 2 JJ3 and � 4 + )}6 vibrati on-rotat i on band of DCOF 
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TABLE XXIII 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES IN 2� AND 
�4+ )16 ( TENTAT IVE ASS IGNMENT ) OF DCOJ-
R�Jl �--ll P ( J) ( aa-l) I 
1931. 65 -
1932 . 14 -
1932 .92 -
1933 .71 -
' 1934.46 -
19 3� .56 -
1935�88 1927 . 29 
1936. 73 1926.52 
l93� . 31 1925. 74 
193 . 04 1924. 89 
- 1924. 20 
1923 .53 
- 1922 . 86 
1940.48 1922 . 11 
1941. 16 1921 . 3 6  
1941. 81 1920 . 71 
1942.37  1919 . 9 8  
1942 .98  1919 .2� 
1943 , 61 1918. 6 
1944.37 1917 . 97 
1945 . 09 1917. 29 
1945 . 83 1916. 6.3 
. 1946 .• 54 1915 . 8.5 
1947 .45 1915 . 16 
1948.22 1914.57 
1948. 91 1913 . 9 6  
1949 .59 1913 � 3 6  
1950 . 25 1912 .. 59 
1950 . 84 1911. 79 
19$1.43 -
· 1.31 ' 
dup li cation ot the work of W1la o.n3 and Wilkins on, who have 
examined the spe ctrum ot HOOF and DCOF at wave numbers 
greater than about 1500 using a high res olution spe ctrometer . 
Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show thes e bands o 
HCOP. �though thi s band app ears t o  b e  parallel in � 
type,  there i s  no oentral Q branCh, nor did one app ear· when 
the band was obs erved with an increased pressure. The 
obs erved lines · are given in Table XXIVo 
B.Q.Q!• There are no unusual features in this band, 
other than the unres olved rotational s tructure . The band 
app ears to be well res olved, but a careful examination 
indi cated that many of the lines are at least double. The 
obs erved lines are lis ted in Table XXVo 
�· When this band was r ecorded, the sample i s  
known t o  have contained relative ly large amounts of C O  and 
co2, and probably s ome formi c aci d. The total amount of gas 
r emaining was inad�quate to give even moderate ly s trong 
abs orption. This band lies immediatel7 on the high fre quency 
side of a s trong band due to  co2 and might not have been 
noti ced it it  had not previous ly been reported by Morgan, 
Staat s ,  and Goldstein. It is not shown in a figure . 
3Wilson, private communi cation. 
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P.igure�47. The 2 V4 vibration-rotation band or HCOF 
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Figure. 48. The 2�4 vibration-rotation band or DCOP 1-' \..U 
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Chart 
Number 
·52 
-50 
-49 
-48 
-47 
-46 
-45 
-43 
-42 
-41 
-40 
-39 
-38 
-37 
-36 
-34 
-33 
-32 
-31 
-29 
-28 
-27 
-26 
-25 
-24 
-23 
-22 
-21 
-20 
-19 
TABLE XXIV 
WAVB NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES 
IN 2�4 OF HCOF 
� Chart 
�� om·1� :Number 
2081. 10 -18 
2082 . 88 -17 
20 83 . 64 -16 
2084. 12 -15 
2084. 72 -J.4 
2085.26 -1.3 
2085. 86 -12 
2086 . 67 - lO 
2087. 07 -9 
2087 . 61 -8 
2088. 16 -7 
2088. 64 -6 
2088 . 97 -5 
2089 .39 -4 
2089 . 74 -3 
2091.,51 -2 
2092 .42 -1 
2093 .45 
2094.32 +2 
2095.3.3 +.3 
2095 . 94 � 209 6 .37 
2096.92 6 
2097 . 28 7 
2097 . 75 8 
2098 . 12 9 
209 8. 60 10 
2099 .44 11 
2100 . 29 12 
2101 •. 16 1) 
134 
� 
V� am-1� 
1 2102 . 08 
2102 .97 
2103 . 83 
2104. 62 
210.$.51 
2106 • .32 
2107 . 20 
21oA . 96 210 . 84 
2109.54 
2110 • .32 
2111 .01 
2111. 93 
2112 . 70 
2113 .49 
2114. 2.3 
211.$.63 
2116. 39 
2117 . 15 
2118 . 11 
2118. 89 
2119 • .39 
2120 . 21 
2120. 87 
2121. 62 
2122 . 25 
2122. 87 
2124. 09 
2124. 62 
Chart 
Number 
� 
16 
i� 
1Bt 
19 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2 6i 
27 
28 
TABLE XX:IV ( continued) 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES 
IN 2v4 . OF HOOP 
.,.._ Chart y�--1� Number 
212.$.26  29 
212.$ . 86 30 
2126. J.4 31 
2126 • .39 32 
2126. 7� .3.3 
. 
. 2127 . 04 35 
2127.31  36  
2128.49 37 
2129 . 05 3 8  
2129. 50 39 
213 0 . 23 40 
2130 . 67 � 2130 . 9 8  
213 1.3.3 46 
2131 . 94 47 
13.$ 
� . ·  
V� om-.l� 
21.32 • .$8 
2133 . 16 
213.3 . 79 
2134 • .37 
2134.9 0 
2136.13 
213 6o 74 
213 7 . 22 
2137 . 77 
213 8o34 
213 8 . 88 
2 142 . 81 
2143 . 27 
2143 . 77 
2144.40 
Chart 
luaber 
-79 
-7 8  
-76 
-7S 
-74 
-7.3 
-72 
-71 -70 
-69 
-68 
.. 67 
-66 
-65 
-64 
-6.3 
-62 
-61 
-60 
-59 
-58 
-57 
-56 
-ss 
�54 
-52 
-51 
-50 
-48 
-47 
TABLB XXV 
WAVE NUMBERS OP THE OBSERVED LINES 
IN 2)14 OP DCOJ' 
..,.._ Chart y,_.l� l'uaber 
2097 .31 -46 
209�. 60 -44 209 . 6� -43 2099 . 0  -42 2099 . 64  -41 
21oo .s2 -40 
2100 . 7.$ -.39 
2101. 36 -3 8 
2101. 70 -37 
2102 . 33 -36 
2102. 71 -3.5 
·'t 2103 . 2? -34 
210.3 .70 · -33 
2104.58 -32 
2105.40 -31 
2105. 70 -.30 
2106.30 -29 
2106. 60 -28 
2107.20 -27 
2107.4.3 -26 
210Ao 62 -25 210 .41 -24 2109. 08 -23 
2109 .46 -22 
2110 . 12 -21 
2110.96 -20 
21.11 • .$6 -19 
2111. 99 -17 
2112 . 76 -15 
2113 . 22 -·14-
136 
,.._ 
V � oa•1l 
21� . 61 
21 .• .$4 
2lJ4 . 87 
21� . 62 
211 . •  -22 
2116 • .$6 
2117 . 01 
2117 .40' 
211� . 9.$ 
211 o 2 6 
2118 . 66 
2119 . 0.$ 
2119 .52 
2119 . 83 
2120 .37 
2120 4t 81 
2121 . 26 
2121 . 70 
2122 . 12 
2122.51 
2123 . 02 
212).�0 
212.3 . 1 
2124. 2.$ 
2124. 67 
2124. 92 
2125 . 64 2126. 7� 
2·127 .. 1 
2127 . 82 
Chart 
Bulbe:.. 
I I I 
-13 
-12 
-11 
-10 
_, 
-8 
-7 
-6 
=� 
-.3 
-2 
-1 
Q 
+ i 
+1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
TABLE x:l..V ( oont inued)  
WAVB NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES 
IN 21� OF DCOF 
� Chart )1< ... 1) Bum be I i 
2128 .01 16 
2128. 81 i� 2128 . 94 
2129 .57 19 
21.30.,30 20 
21.30. 97 21 
2131  • .$7 22 
2132 .39 23 
21.3.3 . 1� 24 
21.3.3 . 9 2S 
21.34. 72 26 
21.35.52 27  
2136. 18 28 
29 
2137. 79 30 
·2138 .  70 3 1  
2139.�0 32 
2139 .  0 33 2140-� 
2J.40. 8 
34 
3.5 
2141 .27 36 
2141. 98 37 
2142. 71 3 8  
2143.36  39 
21.44. 02 40 
21.44. 62 41 
214.5 .37 
�. 214.5. 95 
·2146 • .35 43 
2J.46. 9� lt4 
137 
,....., 
v< .. .:-.:t 
2J.47o$5 
2lij.8. 17 
2J.4.8, 6$ 
2J.48 . 9S 
2J.4,9 .59 
21.$0. 08 21.50. 71 
21.$1 • .39 
21.$1.93 
2l.$2 o.$4. 
21.$.3 . 22 
2153 . 79 
21.54. 18 
2154. 6.3 
215.5.32 
2155.76  
21.56 • .52 
2156.96  
2157o 74 
2158 • .32 
2158. 9$ 
2159 .38  
2159. 95 
2160 .49 
2161. J.4 
2161. 67 
2162 .06" 
2162 .25 
2162. 65 
216.3 . 0.3 
'!'ABLE. XXV ( continued)  
WAVE NUMBERS OP THE OBSERVED LINES I 
Ill 2 � CP DCOP 
' Ohar' ,.,.,., . 1 Baaber . }',  ..... , )  I 
� 
2163 • .$4 
2164. 10 
fr� 
2164.56 
216.$ . 0.$ 49 2165 . 60 
$Q 2166. 08 
51 2166.48 
139 
DCOF. There are no remarkable features in this band. 
The parallel s tructure was not res olved, but the p erpendi cu­
lar comp onent i s  well res olved. Carbon monoxide lines are 
obs erved as an internal background. Figure 49 shows this 
band, and the obs erved Q lines are lis ted in Table XXVI. 
This band, obs erved only in DCOP, is s e en as a r ela­
ti vel,- weak, unresolved, parallel-type band on the ' low trequen oy 
side of .Y4+\• The background abs orption caus ed by water 
vapor was only partly removed. Figure 50 shows this bando 
tl 
!!£2!!• Figure 51 shows· Y4+'V5 in HOOP, whi ch, like 
2V4' i s  generally p arallel in app earance , but with no 
central Q branan. The band i s  relatively weak, and many o� 
the obs erved lines are p oorly defined. Table XXVII lists 
the obs erved lines . 
�· This  band, of parallel type ,  i s  more intense 
than the corresponding band in HOOF, and more lines are 
obs erved, more clearly defined. The obs erved lines are 
li sted in Table XXVIII, while Figure 52 shows this band. 
1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 
Figure 49 . The Y3+� vibrat ion-rotat i on band or DCOF 
co 
� 
cm-1 
� 
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TABLE XXVI 
WAVE NUMBERS OP THE OBSERVED Q LINES IN »-:a+ )J 
( TENTATIVI ASSIGNMENT ) OF DCOP � �4 
K RQ;zt ( om·l) P '1ft ( om·l ) 
0 - -
l 2033 .29 -
2 20.37 . 61 2023 . 20 
3 2040 . 88 -
4 2044.21 20lS .55 
5 2048 .31  2011. 91 
6 2aa&.3a 
7 '2004. 71 
8 - 2001. 14 
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Figure 50 . The �3+v5 vibration-rotation band of DCOP 
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Figure .51.  The v4 +'}).5 vibr�tion-rotation band of HCOP 
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Figure 52 .  The )14+).15 vibration-rotation band or DCOF' 
f; 
Ch-.z-1; 
Number 
-18 
•17 -16 -15 
-14 
-13 
-12 
-11 
-10 
-9 
-8 
-7 
-6  
-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 
TABLE XXVII 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES 
IN )14. + 'V.$ OP H COP 
_,....., Chart ��om·1� Bullber 
1702 . 16 +1 
1702 . 83 2 
1703 . 78 
· � 1704. 72 1705 • .$4 
1706 .� 6 
170�. 2  � 170 . 11 
1708 . 99 
1709 . 8.3 
9 
1710 .54 
1711 . 3.3 
1712 . 29 
1712 . 04 
1713 . 94 
17�·49 171 . oo 
1716 . 99 
.,..., 
��--1l 
1720 • .$0 
1721. 30 
1722 . 02 1723 . 01 
1724. 09 
172S. 2S 
1726.59 
1727 . 04 
1727 . 90 
J 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
� 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
TABLE XXVIII 
WAVE NUMBERS OF THE OBSERVED LINES IN \+"s (TENTATIVE ASSIGNMENT ) . OF DCOF 
R!Jl ·� ca-ll P�J� � --1l 
- . . 
1707 .50 -
1708 .1.3 -
1708. 87 1703 '•27 
1709.58 1702 . 80 
1710 . 27 1702 .31  
1710 . 87 1701. 76  
1711 .50 •  1700. 71 
1712 . 21 1699 . 95 
1712 . 92 1699 . 18 
171.3 .46 1698 .�2 
17J.4. 17 1697 .  2 
- 1696 . 94 
1715 . 66 1696 . 11 
1716 . 20 1695. 14 
1716. 88 1694 .37 
1717 .51 . 1693 . 63 
1717 . 99 1692. 89 
1718. 84 1691 . 96 
1719 .49 1691. 04 
1720 . 14  1690 . 27 
1720 . 80 1689 . 21 
1721.42 
1722 . 06 
1688.40 
1687 . 73 
1722 . 76 1686. 93 
1723 .46 1686 . 16 
1724 .09 1685 . 73 
- 1684. 99  
1684.31  
1683 . 75 
J I ) ; 
.30 
.31 
32 
33 
•rABLR XXVIII . ( continued) 
WAVE NU�IBERS OF THE OBSEh. �ED ·LINES IN 
�4+\).$ ( '!ENTATIVE ASSIGNMEN'T ) OP . DCOF 
..... � ...... . _...._____._... ______ ...._. 
R(J) ( --l) P(J)  ( --l) 
.. 1683 . 01 
- 1682 . 10 
- -
- 1680 . 73 
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CALCULATED RESULTS 
Rotational Cons tanta 
The frequencies  of the obs erved lines were calculated 
for every res olved band. A rotational analys is  was completed 
for all of the obs erved fundamentals except �6 in DCOF. The 
re ciprocal moments of inerti�. tb.e bc.uJ.d cent ers ,  and the 
other constants li sted in Tables XXIX ( for HCOF )  and XXX 
( for DCOP ) were obtaine d from the graphs of the combination 
relati ons reproduced on the pre ceding page s . None of the 
overtone or combination bands w�re analyzed be cause of the 
work of Wils on and Wilkins on alr eady menti oned0 
�e moment of inertia IA can, of cour s e ,  be eal oulated 
from the cons tants in the tables .  It i s  not p os s ible, how­
everp to calculate the moments of inertia Ia and r 0  from 
the s e  data alone .  
P os i t i on of the Hydrogen Atom 
The relative p os itions of' the carbon, f'luorine, and 
oxygen at oms in formyl fluori de have been obtained from 
ele ctron dif'fraction data4. It i s  des irable to know als o 
the relative position of the hydrogen at omo If we as sume 
that formyl fluori de i s  p lanar � only two coordinates are 
ne ce s s ary to det ermine the position of the hydrogen atom. 
�. E. Jones , K. Hedber8� and v.  S chomaker, Jo 
Amer . Chem. Soc.  111 5218 ( 1955 J o  
TABLE XXIX 
THE ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS OF HCOP ( Gm-1 ) 
:-::;:;;.-:== .....:.._--:::_:,;.::;:-=--� ---�=;., . � \1 •r 
T
-;·�=-��-:;�--- � -
I 
r r --� s ,  �:�� � :. .;-·-:��-=.�r...:.�,;;�r�-:..=-� (A ' -B '  ) . - , Df nt I 
Band {A,.-B tt) (A 1 -B t) (A11-B11 ) B11 l B t . (B ' -B., i �U� -�� �� )--�0 ( av . ) no5j x�o51 D� .=..so..� �  
"l. 2 . 658 2 . 644 -0 . 017 0. 3675 O o 3 670 -0.00007 2981. 2  2980. 9 2981.0 5 6 0 
j}2 
- - ... 0 . 3 662 0. 3642 -0 . 0023 - 1836. 9 1836. 9 ... - 0 
v3 2 . 655 2. 650 -0.009 - - - 1342.5 - 1342.5 - c:o ... 
1)4 2 . 660 2 . 720 - 0. 3 683 0 . 3652 -0 . 0028 1064. 8 1064. 8 1064. 8 8 2 0 
�5 2 . 670 2. 691 0. 021 - - - 662.5 - 662.5  9 Cll c::o 
¥ 
..0 
�- �- - - -- -�- - --
Band 
}11 
V2 
JJ3 
»4 
JJs 
(A." .. Bll) 
1 . 807 
-
1. 799 
1. 808 
1. 809 
- -
!IABLB UX 
THE ROTATIORAL COBSTAftS OP DCOlf ( aa-1) 
-- - - - --
(A '-B ' ) -
(A. • -B t) CA"-s• ) Btt 
. .  
1. 790 -0 . 016 0 .3646 
- - 0.3651 
1 .796 -0. 004 0.3637 
1. 824 0 . 011 0. )660 
1. 813 0 .009 -
B '  (B ' -B8 ) 
\) oU> J)o ( I ) 
0 .3645 -0.0002 2261. 7  2261.) 
0.3631 -0 . 0015 '� 1796. 8 
0.363 8 .0.0001 968.0 967. 8 -
0.3649 -0 . 0012 1073.3 1073 . 0  
.. 
· - - 657.S -
- - - --
»0 ( av. ) x�5 x�5 DJ 
2261.7 3 ( 2  0 
1796. 8  - - 0 
967.9 0 0 0 
1073 . 2  3 s· 0 
651.5 3 - -
� 
0 
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Both B" and ( A11-B" ) depend on the position of the h'7drogen 
at om, and it i s  pos sible to s et up equat ions relating the s e  
to the coordinates of the hydrogen at om. It is more practi cal, 
however, to calculate the moment s or inertia for a s eries of 
pos itions , and to compare the results ·with the results  
obtained exp erimentally .  The pos ition o r  the hydrogen atom 
i s  thus obtained by the method of success ive approximations . 
Unfortunately, the moments or inertia are relatively 
ins ens itive t o  the p os ition of the hydrogen at om. Table 
XXXI gives a comparis on of the experimental values ot the 
re ciprocal moments of inertia with thos e calculated tor 
s everal different values of the coordinates of the hydrogen 
at om. � It should be noted that the values whi ch give 
reas onab�y good agreement with the experimental values cor­
respond to a c-H bond length of 1 . 05 i or les s . A table of 
bond lengths given by Gordy, Smith, and Trambarulo5 lis t s ·. no 
C-H dis tance les s  than 1 . 056 i, and then only in the con­
figuration c; c-H. Nevertheles s ,  without cons idering the 
effect of the uncertainty in the other bond lengths , it  doe s  
not s eem poss ible to bring a value for the C-H dis tance 
greater than about 1 . 06 i into accord with the experimental 
results .  
5
walter Gordy, William v. Smith, and Ralph F.  
Trambarulo, Mi crowave S�e ctros cop? ( John Wiley and Sons , 
Inc. , New York, N.Y. l9 3)  P •  3 7 1  • 
1.52 
TABLE XXXI 
A COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED 
VALUES OF THE RECIPROCAL MOMENTS OP INERTIA 
P osition of 
the H Atoml (Ait•!" ) ( A••-!tt )  C·H Dis tance i B" ( am-l)  ( em• ) B" ( orl ) ( .... ) 
and HOP Ansle HOOP HOOP DOOP DCOP . .  
1. 08 0 • .366.3 2 . 610 . 0 . 3.$8.$ 1. 7�3 
119 . 0° 
1. 0.$ 
119. 0° 
o . 3 666 2 . 6.$8 0 . 3.$91 1.8,31 
1 . 046 0 .3670 2. 666 0 • .3.$98 1 . 83 6  
110 . 8° 
1 . 039 0 � 3 672 2 . 680 -
109.5° 
Exper�ental 0.367.3 2. 661 0 .3 648 1. 806 Value a 
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Vibrational Constants 
It is desirable to know the �1 � s and xi j � s of equa­
ti on · (4 )  on. page 9 ,  or, at least ,  to know s ome of the (J)0 t s  1 
and x� j � s ot equation (5 ) on page 9 .  The first step, of 
course, is  to de te r mine the vibrational band cent er s of the 
obs erved bands . These may be substituted into equations 
(4 )  and (5 ) ,  whioh may then be solved tor the unknowns . 
The band centers ot the fundamentals , other than �6• 
were determined b7 rotati onal analysi s . The band centers 
ot the other bands we observed were estimat ed by an examina• 
tion or the bands . The band centers used in the vibrational 
analysis were values we obtained in this way for the bands 
that we obs erved, other than �3+�· For those addi tional 
bands whi Ch Morgan, Staats,  and Golds tein obs erved, and for 
�+�, we have us ed their values for the band centers.  
It proved to .be impossible to find any of  the �i ' s ,  
but several of the �� ·� were obtained. Those  cons tants whi Ch 
could be obtained are listed in Table XXXI I .  
The values of the x1 j :  s are uncertain. In parti cular 
the difference in s ign of x34 for. HOOF and DCOF should be 
noted. The results are quoted to one de cimal place be caus e 
the probable error is  unknown. 
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TABLE XXXII 
VIBRATIONAL CONSTANTS 
HOOF DCOFl Ocmatant ( .-1) ( oa- ) 
Al'2 1847•9 1803 . 9  
IJ)o - 970.$ 3 
1.00 
4 
1070 . 3 1076.7 
x22 = x�2 �11. 0 - 7 .1  
X33 = : x33 - 2 . 6  
x44 = xJ:4 - 5 .5 - 3 .5 
C!) �14 = xl4 - - 14. 9 
x34 = x�ll- 10 . 7 -12 .5 
x35 = x�s - - 0 . 9 
x45 == x45 - a. o - 24. 9 
x46· = · xft6 - - 2. 2 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIOI' 
Nine banda were obs erved in HOOF and thirteen in 
DO OP • A rotational analysi s  was completed on five of the 
fundamental bands in each mole cule. The ground s tate 
· moments of inertia �e internally consistent . The value 
or B whi ch is quoted is actually B = i( B+C ) . As the 
sy.mmetri c top approximation i s  us ed throughout, no informa­
tion was obtained about the actual value s of B and C �hem-
selves . We know, however, that they cannot differ by very 
much be caus e the symmetri c top approximation give s cons istent 
result s . 
The moments of inertia were us ed to determine the 
approximate p os ition of the hydrogen atom. The moments o:r· 
inertia, however, .are relatively ins ens itive to the positi:on 
or the hydrogen atom. 
The band centers were us ed to  determine s ome of the 
vibrati onal cons tants . Several � ' s  were calculated, but 
none of the w1 • s  could be determined.  If the combination 
band v2+V4 could be obs erved, it would then be p os s ible to  
rind �· 
A rotational analysi s  could probably be completed on 
s everal or the c ombination ·bands . It seems likely that s ome 
of these,  notably 2 �, in both mole cules ,  might require that 
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the symmetri c t op approximation be abandone do 
The results quoted her e might be improved cons i derably 
it s ame of the bands could be examined under hi gher res olu­
ti on. It s e ems that the parallel component of VS { in b oth 
mole cul es ) oould be res olved with only a s li ght impr ovement 
in res oluti on. The unres olved r egi ons in �2 , apparently 
caus ed by interference between the line s ,  might also be 
cleared up . 
It s e ems likely that higher res olution would f or ce 
one to  give up the symmetric  top approximati on entirely. In 
any cas e., in a comp l et e analys is of the s e  molecul es ,  it 
would b·e des i-rable t o  consider their 
·
asymmetry. T ableal , 2 
have been made by machine calculation whi ch may he used to 
calculate the rotat i onal energy levels of the asymmetri c top 
for J up to  40 . Thes e  tables would allow the asymme�ry t o  
be cons i dere d  with a minimum of labor. 
1R1 chard Ho Schwendeman, A Table Qf Coeff i c i ents For 
The Ener� Levels or A Near Symmetric T�. ORR contract 
NSorl 18 , Task Or der XVI, HarVard Univers ity, 1957. 
2Go w. King, R. M. Hainer , and P .  c .  Cros s , 
J. Chem. Phys . , 11, 27 ( 1943 ) . 
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